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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 31, 1949

Princeton's New Telephone Building,
Dial System Goes In Service April 2
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House Completely
Destroyed By Fire

5 Pupils Receive
Excellent Rating

"Golgotha" To Be
Shown April 10

Sentenced For
School Break-Ins

Mrs. Boitnott Is
District Officer

171( ack Rustin
Announces
10( •
r Office Of Sheriff
a
49(

First Figure Is Cut
$1,179,428;Most
Off Real Estate

Caldwell county claims for 30 Percent
Of Property Owners Who Objected To
damages resulting from SaturRe-Assessment
Values Obtained Reductions While
day night's high wind range from
Others
Will
Pay
On Higher Listings; Recap. Now Goes
$5 to $400, five insurance agenTo Frankfort For Action By State Tax Commission
cies in Princeton report.
None wished to estimate total
Caldwell county comes up with
damage, but about 50 losses had
-"‘ a total assessment valuation
of
Cancer Drive Here
been reported by Tuesday after$11,971,748 for 1948 tax paying
purposes, instead of the $13,151,noon'and claims were still com- Put Off Till Apr. 18
en cows serviced the first
The fund campaign of the
176 total arrived at during a six
ing in.
belong to Vernon Burchett,
American Cancer Society,
months' re-assessment effort in
Hardest hit was the southwestwhich will begin in other
which two agents of the State
ute 3, Princeton; Claude H.
ern part of town and the county,
parts of the nation April 1,
Department of Revenue aided
Route 2, Cobb; Dixie Olivreports showed. A plate glass
will open in Caldwell county
Mrs. S. J. Larkins, county assesadiz; J. J. McCormick, Kutwindow of Hodge Motor and ImMonday, April 18, Mrs. Frank
sor, upon request of the Citizens
T. H. Brown, Route I,
plement was shattered, stables,
Wylie, campagn chairman,
Committee and the Fiscsl Court.
kon, and W. C. Thomas,
barns, garages and other outannounced Monday. This deThe 1947 total was $7,174,587.
3, Dawson Springs.
buildings were damaged, window
SPIIINIRSPIelts .
lay is in order to co-operate
Their figures do not include
as serviced March 22 be'INN foga
panes were blown out and roofs
•
with the Easter Seal Sale,
franchise assessments.
to K. B. Jacob, 4, Princewere minus shingles when the
she said.
Ralph E. Hooks, Route 3,
The total was made known
storm passed.
Wednesday when County Court
onia; Clinton Ramey, EddyOne agency reported an esti
and W. L Parrent, EddyClerk Philip Stevens completed
mated loss in Lyon county, near
March 23, K. B. Jacob, 3,
his work and prepared the anConfederate, of $2,000 when the
Euell Sweeney, Route 2,
nual recapitulation of assessment
home of Charlie Johnson was
figures, for presentation to the
eton.
damaged. A side and roof were
Department of Revenue, at Frankrch 24, L. B. Bush, Cadiz;
badly hit, the report said.
h 25. Claude B. Wood, Route
fort.
The worst damage caused by
Early Morning Blaze
rinceton; W. L. Williams,
According to well founded inthe storm in Western Kentucky
formation given The Leader, some
e 3, Princeton; R. C. Nichols,
was in Ballard, Carlisle, McRazes
Johnson
Home
Princeton's new s. telephone in approximately 1800 business 1949, 1800. Pole lines have
on; Lee Gresham, Route 2,
1500 persons appeared before the
"Due to the strenuous job of Cracken and Muhlenberg counbeen
eton, and Vernon Burchett. building and dial system will be places and homes, of the city and extended to practcially every placing the new office in service ties. In that area, six persons were On Wood Street
County Board of Supervisors durFire of undetermined origin ing the five weeks it sat to hear
rch 26, John M. Stephens, placed in service at midnight, county, J. E. Sanders, district section of the county during the Saturday night, which requires hospitalized for injuries, a few
manager, Paducah, said.
• 2, Princeton, and W. C. Saturday, April 2,
expansion program just com- familiarizing employes with their houses were blown down and completely destroyed the home of complaints from individuals on
wIlth Dr. W. L.
Underground cables were laid pleted, Mr. Tuck said,
as, Route 3, Dawson Springs;
new assignments, we will nct be scores of trees were uprooted.
Bob Johnson, Wood street, about their assessments and in a large
Cash, mayor, making the first call, last June
and construction of the
h 28, K. V. Jacob; R. C.
The cut-over Saturday night in position to extend an invitation
1:30 o'clock Sunday morning. All majority of instances, those who
ols, Marion, and B. J. Riley, it was announced this week. Open new building began July 20, with necessitated changing all tele- to the public to visit the premi*s
contents
were lost, too, Fire Chief sought reductions were granted
Rotarians
See
Dial
aa; March 29, J. W. Haz- house will be held later, with the the Princeton Lumber Co. as con- phone numbers and the company at the time of the cut-over; howClyde
Kercheval
said. Mr. and them.
W. E. Minton, Cadiz, and public invited to inspect the new tractor-builder. More than 300 requests all old directories be dis- ever, at a later date everyone will Phone Film Tuesday
This leaves many hundreds of
Mrs. Johnson were not at home.
additional rural home will have posed of at that time and that be given an opportunity to visit
R. C. Tuck, group manager, as' Lamb, Princeton; March plant.
Only quick work by the fire citizens, whose property was inThe
change-over
from
the
old
telephone
service for the first new directories, distributed last the office and see it in operation," sisted by J. M. Sanders, district department after the
V. Jacob.
alarm was creased in value with understandmanager, and Frank Franklin, act- turned in
ee additional members, two magneto system, and the new time when the new system goes week, be used in making calls.
the local manager said.
prevented the flames ing that all county property was
building
represent
an expenditure into operation.
Caldwell county, joined the
Mr. Sanders and C. J. Yates,
The local telephone exchange ing plant foreman, Southern Bell from spreading to an adjoining to be raised to 56 percent of its
Princeton has experienced a State manager, Louisville, will be and plant will have 27 employes, Telephone Company, showed a dwelling. The
ation last week. They are of more than $325,000, R. C.
house was beyond fair value, "holding the bag,"
Boaz, Route 3, Princeton; Tuck, group manager, said this steady and appreciable growth here for the cut-over. "We feel under the new system of whom film explaining the use of the the city limits and only the water with higher taxes to pay . . .
in P. Tyrie, Route 1, Prince- week. The expansion job included during the last 10 years, tele- that the new exchange, with the 20 are operators, 2 office workers dial system to members of the carried by the fire truck
was some 70 percent of all the taxnew equipment in the central of- phone officials said, as evidenced most modern equipment, will en- and five plant
and Sid Johnson, Marion.
men, Mr. Tuck Rotary Club Tuesday night. Bos- available, Chief Kercheval said. payers being in this position, acr
midnight,
Saturday, fice and replacement of the ma- by the number of telephones in able the company to take care of said. None of the present ern- toll Creswell was welcomed as a There was the additional hazard cording to one authority who de2, the phone number to be jor portion of the outside plant, 1939 and now. Figures given were: the future growth and progress of *yes is being released altho new member. Melvin Fralick and of a high wind, he added.
sired his name not be used in this
for cow servicing reserv- will all station equipment chang- 1939, 685; 1940, 718; 1943, 1005; the City of Princeton," Mr. Tuck Mt Will 14 transferred by the Dr. W. E. Willis were honored for
The entire building was in connection.
new
and
telephones
ed
installed 1005, 1945, 1083; and March 31, said.
three and two years of perfect at- flames before the fire
s will be Princeton 3351.
Commissioner H. Clyde Reeve,
c',rripany to other cities.
was distendance, respectively. Guests covered by a neighbor,
rvations for service on the
he agreed to aid Caldwell
the
fire
were Charlie Jones, Mack Sisk chief said.
a call is made must be phoned 94 Prospective First
county in bringing about a fairer
and R. L. Wilcox, visiting Rotar
e 9 o'clock in the morning, Graders Register
10 Million Spent By
Loss of house and contents was and more equitable tax valuation
ians from Dawson Springs; David partially covered
rt McClanahan, inseminator,
Ninety-four prospective first
by insurance, here, stated he would not permit
Fishermen In State
Alexander, Junior Rotarian; A. P. Chief Kercheval said.
ded members.
any re-assessment effort to result
graders registeredjast week at the
Kentucky fishermen spent
Cook, guest of James Mashburn,
proximately 250 persons at- office of Russell Goodaker, prinNo serious damage resulted it. unfair taxation.
nearly
$10,000,000
in
pursuit
and Dr. Summers Brinson, hon- early Sunday night
d the showing of the film cipal of Eastside Grade School. 4 Also Graded As Good
The recapitulation of assesswhen grease
Film Of Life Of Christ
of their favorite sport last
orary Rotarian.
rtifical breeding Tuesday Each year approximately 20 peron the cookstove in the Princeton ments figures now goes to Frankaccording
year,
Speech
to
a
In
survey
Festival
To Be Presented At
of last week. This included cent more pupils enter the first
Hotel caught fire, Chief Kerche- fort, where it is expected to be
conducted by the Fisheries
terans training class from grade in the fall than register in
reviewed by the State Tax ComLast Week
val reported.
"The
Presbyterian
Dills"
Daffy
Church
Division
of
the Division of
n Springs.
n:ission.
the spring, Mr. Goodaker said.
Five ratings of excellent and
Palm
Sunday
selected
has
been
Game and Fish.
-•
To Be Junior Play
Greatest decrease made by the
He expects about 112 first grad- four of good were awarded to
as the date for the showing of the
Choosing a representative
The annual play to be presentboard of supervisors was in real
ers next September.
film
"Golgotha"
at
Central
Presgroup of 4,780 fishermen for
Butler High School contestants in
ed by members of the Junior
estate, taxes from which are the
byterian Church, the Rev. David
questioning in the survey,
Class of Butler High School will
the Regional Speech Festival Frichief source of revenue for the
W.
Schulherr,
announced.
pastor,
the division said fishermen
Film On Dial Phone
"The
be
Daffy
a
Dills,"
three-act
county. Farm land assessment
day and Saturday at Murray
The film, with narrative, dia- comedy.
an average of $35.40 a
The play will be at 7:30
Showed Princeton Pupils State College, Murray. Butler spent
went from $4,726,304 to $3,988,450,
logue and music, will be present- o'clock Thursday
person
during
the
on
night,
year
April
14,
Negroes Get 9 Years
a devaluation of $737,854. Town
A film on how to use a dial pupils entered 10 divisions.
ed at 7:30 o'cick Sunday night, in Butler auditorium.
fishing trips. Fishing licenses
arged With Murder
Directors
lots and improvements were detelephone was showed to pupils
Graded as excellent were Dorla
April
10,
Church.
in
the
On
Each
Of
2
Counts;
sold
during
will be Junior sponsors, Mrs.
the year totaled
valuated from $4,071,534 to $3,at Eastside Grade School Tues- Dean Stallins, dramatic reading;
Shooting Of
It
tells
the
story
of
the
last
272,293, the division added.
Frank Craig, Miss Pamelia Gord- Gray Gets New Trial
568,745, a difference pf $502,789.
day afternoon and at Butler High David Alexander, extemboranon
days
earth
Jesus
of
of
Nazaoman In Newport
The figure on expenditures
on, and Perkins Marquess. CastJames Beech and Arthur Blue, Number of town lots reported inSchool Wednesday of last week. eous speaking; Rosie Beck, drareth, His triumphal entry into ing
mining trial for Cecil Cotdoes not include money spent
was not complete at Leader both Negroes, were sentenced to creased from 2,350 to 2,399 beA representative of Southern Bell matic monologue; Marian Ilina,
Jerusalem),
the
of
plots
the
Sanformerly of this AnUntAf,
on new equipment during the
press time.
years on _each of ,two counts of tween the time of assemin•eut of
Telephone:-gompany presented junior poetry-reading, and Don
hedrin, the hours in the Gdtden
ed With mill-der in the death
year.
taking from a school building. the property and the Board of
The film arid discussed the new Patmore, substituting in radio
of
Gesthemane,
the
betrayal,
the
uary 26, of Mrs. Geraldine
The sentences were given in the Supei visors' revi,.w.
speaking for Bobby McConnell,
system.
trials, the march to Calvary, the 12 BPW Members
rC, has been set for April 5,
March term of Circuit Court.
unable to take part because of
Total difference in real estate
Crucifixion and Resurrection. The Attend Conference
ewport.
Beech and Blue' confessed to value from the figures set by
illness.
film is based on the way the life
than consented to return to Lt. Edna Collins
Twelve members of the Prince- taking articles from
Butler High the assessment was $1,240,643.
Rated as good were Jack Kerchof Christ has been portrayed by ton Business and Professional
I rt
Thursday from India- Transferred To Japan
The greatest increase in assesseval, expository prose; Catherine
the "Passion Play" at Freiburg Women's Club attended the School and Eastside Grade School
lis,
where he was found
the night of March 14.
Lt. Edna M. Collins left Mani- Hopper, senior poetry reading;
ment made by the board was in
ObeFammergau.
and
spring conference of the First and
firers of that city tend New- la, Philippine Islands, Monday for Eleanor
In the case of Peter Gray, Neg- the automobile and truck divisAnn Jones, oratorical
The cast is French and an ob- Second Districts Sunday in Paafter they received a tip he a new station in Japan. She had
Chosen Second Vicero, sentenced to 21 years on a ion, where total assessment was
declamantion, and Betty Ruth
scure
actor
deliberately
was
ducah. Attending were Misses
at the home of an uncle.
been stationed at Clark Field, Travis, junior expository prose.
Number of.
President Of PTA
chosen to portray Jesus, so that Mary Wilson Eldred, president, plea of guilty to voluntary man- raised $284,879.
lice had been looking for
near Manila. Lt. Clark, a memButler entrants were rated
No
audiences
would not confuse the Elizabeth Gray, Carwin Cash, Vir- slaughter, a motion for a new trucks and automobiles was in•n since early in the morning ber of the Army Nursing Corps,
Tuesday
superior, the grade necessary for
actor's personality with their con- ginia Morgan, Virginia McCaslin, trial was sustained and the sen- creased 170 from the 1.639 assessbruary 26, when five bullets lived in Princeton about 13 years.
Mrs, Don Boitnott, publicity ception
tence was reduced to 10 years.
entry in the state contest.
ed by tax workers making the
of Christ. English speech Lucille Hammonds,
Virginia
fired into the body of Mrs. She has been in service 6 years
The charges of grand larceny, total 1,809. Assessment rose from
chairman of the Princeton Parent- has been recorded for the original
Cummins
Busch
Hodge,
Auda
and
g, a divorcee, as she and a and overseas almost a year.
tampering with an automobile $642,567 to $927,536. The 1947
Teachers Associaton, was elected French by a selection of AmeriAttend Regional Sunday second
.• Mon prepared
Green and Mesdames J. J. Rosen- and assault and
to enter a
battery against assessment was $270,945 on 1,095
vice-president of the First can actors dubbing their voices
ab in front of a cafe.
thal, Mac Blades and
Arney Charles Hankins,
School Meeting
Jr., were con- vehicles.
District organization at a meeting for all the speaking parts.
Visit Hospital Patients
Rawls. The Paducah Club was tinued.
tectives Kenneth Collins, Sr.
Among those from First Bap- Tuesday in Paducah.
Mrs. G. Homer Brown, Miss
Tangible persimal property, inIncluded in the cast are Harry host at the meeting.
John Reed, of the Newport Johnnie
During the term the grand jury cluding stocks of merchandise,
Guess and Mr. and Mrs. tist Church who attended the
Mrs. Boitnott, W. B. Moser, Baur and Jean Gabin, known to
e Department, said the prisreturned 16 indictments, 11 on electric appliances, jewelry, trade
Burhl Hollowell and daughter Western Regional Sunday School principal of Murray High School, American audiences.
admitted the shooting. He visited Russell McGuirk and B. C. Conference Tuesday and Tues- Murray, first vice-president, and
felonies and five misdemeanors. and professional tools, was inMurray Students Talk
to sign a formal state- McKinney,
Four divorces were granted.
former Princetonlarui, day night in Madisonville were Mrs. Cecil Draffen, Paducah,
creased from $528,193 to $535,013,
On Library Science
however.
Tuesday in the I. C. Hospital, Pa- the Rev. and Mrs. H. G. M. Hat- treasurer, were installed by Mrs. To Attend Shrine
a difference of $7,820.
A panel discussion by four wolousy was given as reason ducah.
Mrs. C. E. McCollum attended
Both men have heart ail- ler, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Allcock John C. Kirksey, State president, Directors Convention
Manufacturing machinery, inmen library science majors of
he shooting.
and children, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Paducah. Mrs. Randolph Gore,
ments
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Boitnott left Murray State College, Murray, the Moseley-Hayes wedding Sat- cluding agricultural equipment,
urday
Aker, Mrs. McKee Thomson, Mrs. Lone Oak, is district president.
in
Hopkinsville.
Saturday to attend .a convention was presented Tuesday for But„ (Please turn to page six)
Katie Jenkins, Miss Annie MarAttending the meeting from of the Shrine Directers Associa- ler High School pupils interested
tin, Glenn Salyers, Mr. and Mrs. Princeton besides Mrs. Boitnott tion to be held in Denver, Col.
in that work. They discussed the
L. W. Bodenhamer and Mrs. were Mrs. Billy Gresham and Mrs. They plan to visit the former's
future of the work, requirenients
Frank Giannini, Sr.
Jeff Watson.
brother, Gus Boitnott, Lamed, for a major and courses to be takKan, The Boitnotts were accom- en. The students were accompanpanied by Mr. and Mrs. J. K. ied by Mrs. James W. Cohron, asthe Democratoc Voters of
Dr, Goodwin To Be
lice I seek, I promise to faithfully Less Than Half Red
Jones, Nortonville, and Mr. and sistant librarian at Murray, and
county:
To the Voters of Caldwell all my life and since
and impartially execute the dut- Cross Goal Reached
Detached From Navy
coming to
cr being solicited
Mrs. E. Y Johnson, Madisonville, Miss Mary Bess Cooper, professor
County:
by my ies of the office without fear and
Less than half the $4,000 goal
Princetor 4 years ago, still reDr. H. A. Goodwin, Nashville, who also will attend the conven- of library science,
is to enter
Murray.
the race for without favor to any individual. for the Red Cross fund campaign
Meer careful consideration, I tain my farm.
Tenn., will be detached from the tion.
ft of Caldwell county,
have decided to announce my
subThis is the first time in life had been reached Wednesday Navy this week and plans
If nominated and elected to
to the action
to
Home From Hospital
of the Demo- for me to ask for an office of the morning, R. S. Gregory, chair- Open
candidacy for Sheriff of Caldwell this important office, I
a
private
promise
practice
soon
in
Mrs.
Craig
Has
Flu
Marc Blackburn, Fredonia, re- county, subject to the action of
Primary, August 6, 1949, I county but I have had 8 years' man, said. About $1,875
faithfully, to perform my duties
has been Summerville, Ga. He is the son
Mrs. Frank Craig, teacher at turned Sunday from Jennie Stu- the Democratic
tiering myself as a candi- experience
special deputy to turned in.
primary
as
a
to
be
held to the best of my ability. I am
of Mrs. Hugh A. Goodwin, Prince- Butler High School, was ill of flu art
for this office.
Hospital, Hopkinsville, where Saturday, August 6.
the county sheriff, which places
hot unmindful of the responsibiton.
as born and reared in
this week.
he underwent a major operation
I am a native of Caldwell coun- lities connected with this
Cald- me in line to make a good officer. At Gilmer PUrtaley Day
office.
and have spent
recently.
ty
and
practically
have spent my entire life
If it is impossible for me to see
Mrs. C. E. McCollum attended Army Day April 6
If unable to see every voter in
tire life tilling the soil.
Resigns
Position
here in the interests of my home Caldwell county before
I all the voters in person, I make the Gilmer Pursley Day Sunday
Frankfort, March 29 -In tribute
the priMiss Suzanne Sparks has re- Mrs. Talley Ill
Upheld the principles of the this an appeal for your support
county.
in Hopkinsville in honor of Mr. to America's land forces, Gov. signed
mary, please take this appeal as
her position at Vanderbilt
ratic party and the best in- and
Mrs.
N.
Talley
H.
was absent
I am a lifelong Democrat, and my earnest solicitation of
influence.
Pursleja's 25 years as Sunday Earle Clements today proclaim- Hospital,
your
Nashville, Tents., and is from her classes at Butler High have at all times
Of my home county and if
Faithfully yours,
upheld the in- vote and influence.
School superintendent at First ed April 6 "Army Day in Ken- now at
sled and elected to the
the
home
of
her
parents. School this week because of ill- terest of my party.
ofMACK RUSTIN.
Baptist Church there.
Gratefully yours,
tucky."
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks.
ness.
I have been engaged in farming
SID J. SATTERFIELD

Valley 35(
10(
19(
93( • mining Trial
39( r Cotton Set
sugar 39(
-551
16(
lilt
37(
19(
14

Inc.

Caldwell County
Damaged By Wind
Saturday Night
Claims Range From $5
To $400; Roofs And
Outbuildings Hard Hit,
Agencies Say

e first cow bred artificially
Artificial
the Tr -County
ing Association belonged,
priately, to J. W. Hazzard,
an of the association. The
was serviced March 21, the
the program opened. Mr.
rd lives on Route 3, Prince-
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Princeton got into the city daiTwo new consolidated high
lies in the biggest type anybody schools are planned in Hopkins
here can remember last Friday county, one for the northern half,
morning in connection with a the other for the southern half.
shooting at Newport . . . not the The consolidated school in the
southern part
the county will
A little girl stands on a hilltop, silhouet- receive examinations with recommenda- most desirable kind of publicity take the place of
of five small high
for
any
town.
A
few
times,
in
reed against an evening sky, her hair blow- tion for treatment, to furnish treatment
schools, presently functioning at
cent years, Princeton has
Dalton, Anton, Nebo, Hanson and
ing in the wind. She should be ready to for cases as require hospital care, surgery, good news to report . . suchhad
as
race down the hill confidently and un- orthopedic appliances, or other services the new hospital, the guinea-pig Charleston.
a
*
e
afraid. Instead, she leans on two canes.
necessary to correct their deformities, assessment project (first in the
G.
F.
Lawanson,
Ola
59 Taiwo
One does not feel sorry for her, though, and to provide proper supervision and af- State) and these have been re- street, Lagos Nigeria, B.
W. A.,
ported to the State's largest newsShe is the little girl on the Easter Seal. ter-care for cases treated through the papers
but resultant headlines asks me to help him acquire pen
because her silhouette, repeated on thous- services of the Commission.
were tiny, when the news was pals. The captain writes: "I am a
gentle boy of amiable character,
ands and thousands of seals, will be the
Progress has been gradual in the 25 published at all.
17 years old. Lagos is an island
*
*
*
means, in 1949, of helping other Kentuc- years the commission has been functionoff British West Africa, with a
Thus
it
is
that
seen
for
Princeky boys and girls to walk without canes, ing, but it has been sure. The scope of serton to get good news published population of 26,000,000. This lad
crutches or braces.
vice is widening with each year. Much of about itself and its people, it must is captain of his school's football
Sale of Easter Seals is one way the Ken- this is because the mother organization, depend upon the home newspa- team. He says he has a brown
tucky Society for Crippled Children, the Kentucky Society for Crippled Chil- per. For this reason (and one or face and a fair complexion . . . a
somewhat unusual
formed in 1923, aids in the treatment of dren, has worked faithfully for the chil- two others) Pennyriler has little By publishing his combination.
request, we
crippled children. This society works in dren, crippled from whatever cause, no fear of the radio, television, fa- have, performed according to our
cimilie newspapers and other inco-operation with the Kentucky Crippled matter the color nor the creed.
novations taking the place of the correspondent "a noble deed."
*
*
*
Children Commission, official State agenThe small amount the society is' asking community press ... which prints
Some critics who have comcy organized in 1924.
from each person in return for Easter all the good news about its home plained
because the UK
The Commission was created to provide Seals mailed last week means so much to folk it can learn about ... and is ball team played "set-ups"basketin the
the only medium which does this.
free clinics where crippled children may the children.
other members of the SEC got 3
C
*
*
' Miss Sallie Harrelson was shock last Tuesday night as the
among the first of Princeton's Wildcats trimmed Illinois, Big
housewives to start spring clean- Nine champs, much easier than
ing, apparently, for she telephon- they did several Southeastern
While Kentucky continues to dawdle ing tourists into Kentucky, heavy empha- ed me she had found a lot of old Conference foes this season. The
with its program for attracting visitors, sis upon proper treatment of guests is newspapers and magazines which Garden fans know now that SEC
basketball i. better and
the Sate Chamber of Commerce is work- essential. Of course we are backward I might have. Among the most than the Big Nine variety.tougher
interesting was a copy of Leslie's
*
*
ing on plans to promote better treatment about accommodations along our high- Illustrated Weekly for May
*
3,
Sometimes I wonder a little
of such tourists as do come, as witness ways and we have a rather large percent- 1917, which had some stirring
adoption of Eugene Stuart's resolution at age of "gyp artists" who seek to acquire war articles and some very fine about radio network advertising
some of the Big Business boys are
a recent meeting of the chamber's tourist a large share of the tourist's dollars while color printing, for that day.
doing. The automobile industry
*
*
*
promotion committee at Louisville, calling offering inferior food and lodging.
provides musical programs to
Well, Rubinoff and his violin
for holding a tourist eourtesy school
But if our people can come to appre- visited us last Friday . . . and keep people indoors and car
sometime in April.
ciate that the tourist business is worth when they left, took some choice wheel from turning, while hat
Gene Stuart knows much about the hundreds of millions of dollars to Ken- antiques purchased from Mrs. makers broadcast sports events,
especially boxing, preventing men
tourist business, has labored untiringly tucky annually and that to build it we Amy Frances Littlepage. Mrs. from wearing their
hats; except
Rubinoff was, of course, the most
well for many years for expansion of the must first invite these visitors often and interested party
to this transac- in the case of barroom listeners,
of
course.
State's efforts to capitalize upon its many again . . .and then, when we get them tion. I hear Granny got hold of
great attractions. And, of course, courtesy within our borders, treat them as they ex- the violin and played it ... while
to visitors is among the prime essentials, pect to be treated in "hospitable Ken- its owner stuck his fingers in his
if we are to send them on their way hap- tucky" ... outside dollars will come to us ears.
*
*
*
py, with good will toward Kentucky and in enormous volume.
More than 50 city alit') 1.censes
a recollection of a song in their hearts ...
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce were sold last week to Princethe song, of course, My Old Kentucky is gaining a very clear realization of these ton motorists . . the police makHome.
facts and is, at long last, beginning to ap- ing a house-to-house canvas to acThe Leader is authorized to
Soon a meeting of the First district praise the people of the State of them and complish this. A good many more announce
the candidacy of Glovcar owners are due to buy these
tourist promotion committee of the Ken- something about how to capitalize upon tags still, Chief Roy Rooser said. er J. Lewis for sheriff, subject to
w
the action of the voters at the
*
*
tucky Chamber of Commerce is to be held Kentucky's matchless attractions.
Bill Sparks was among initi- Democratic Primary election, Satat Paducah. Ed Paxton, Jr., able son of
Only the vast complacency which is so
the publisher of the Sun-Democrat, is its universal among Kentuckians has pre- ates of Sigma Alpha Epsilon so- urday, Aug. 6.•1949.
• •
fraternity honored with a
chairman. At this gathering ways and vented an awakening to the value of the cial
The Leader is authorized to anbanquet and dance at the Lafaymeans of attracting visitors to the Ken- tourist business long since. We are glad a ette Hotel, Lexington, recently. nounce the candidacy of Hylan
tucky Lake region area ... and of passing western Kentucky Governor has given im- Further evidence that they like Mitchell for sheriff, subject to
them around to Kentucky's other notable petus to a movement which undoubtedly the Caldwell countian pretty the action of the voters in the
Democratic primary, Saturday,
well up at the big university.
attractions, will be discussed.
will result in great and lasting benefits to
*
*
*
Aug. 6, 1949.
In any program looking toward bring- the Commonwealth.
• • •
Dickey Gregory left last SatThe Leader is authorized to
urday for Randolph Field, Texas,
to become an air cadet in the announce the candidacy of WilArmy. Dickey is an enthusiast on liam L. Jones for State Repreairplanes and his parents home sentative, subject to the action of
is filled with model planes. He the voters at the Democratic
wants to get into the jet-propelled Primary election, Saturday. Aug.
flying business . . and being tal- 6, 1949.
This is the Lenten season. It is a period pies to the Lord — and life is renewed. ented along this line, is certain
of •preparation for the more consecrated Lent is the vestibule of Easter. During to achieve success. His engaging
personality will stand him in
life, It directs our thoughts toward Eas- Lent we take counsel of
ourselves, and good stead, no •matter where his
inclination takes him.
ter. It is a time for meditation, for tak- clothe our thoughts in
the glistening gar
*
*
*
ing personal inventory. During these 40 ments of purity.
Postmaster John Mahan put in
days we are moved to pause and think, to
Let us be more solemn this Sunday what he described as "his busiest
day yet" last Thursday when he
think seriously, to put aside the more morning in the church
or at home. Let us walked one of the city routes
trivial things. The climax of the Lenten cease to fill hours with
useless words and with the carrier. Friday John
spent, mostly, sitting down.
season is Easter, and its story of the res- contaminating thoughts.
Let each of us
*
*
*
urrection, when the crucified came forth constitute himself a
Rumsey Taylor told your rewarden of his own
from the tomb to show us the way to life future life, to so
direct his ways that life porter last week, on his return
from a meeting of the State Board
everlasting. Every Easter the story is told will be more radiant,
and the days bright- of Education, that 41 consolidated
anew. The light of Easter blazes across er as he counts from
the calendar. Easter high schools are now being planthe hills of history from the end of his will be here before we
realize it. Lent is ned in Kentucky. The longer we
ministry in the -flesh, his travels about here now, and Lent leads
to Easter. Pas- delay this in Caldwell county, the
the Holy land, his talks with the people, tors are arranging
behind we will fall in
for special services, farther
education, unless the evidence we
his crucifixion, and then the opened tomb and communicants
are devoting more of see is all wrong.
and the

rs..ma

By W. G. Rogers
,
EVERGREEN, by Edward Holstius (Doubleday; ;3)
Loraine Follett, her red hair
In long Aright braids and her
nose runny in the cold air, tells
her brother Rod, her father "Old
Mort" and her mother Mary that
she wants to marry Shandy. And
being only 10 years old, she
frankly tells Shandy, too.
Shandy was seeing her for the
first time when, with World War
I just ended, he accompanied his
comrade in arms, Loraine's brother, to the Follett home in Somerset. Rod is killed in a hunting
accident, and Old Mort and Mary
want Shandy to replace their
daughter's brother, if not, at this
early ige, to become her hus-

band. But by page 23 the girl
has Leen off to school in Brighton,
and then to Paris, and comes back,
1/1 and a dazzling beauty.
By now the girl's proposal has
ceased to be funny, and Shandy
is thinking of putting the question
himself, when at her first nightclub she lays eyes on Benedict
Drew balancing a bottle on top
of his head to "make the party
go". Benedict sees her, too; they
meet the next day at Shandy's
and before you can turn two more
pages they are engaged.
From here on Holstius shows us
the conflicts in the girl's heart:
The sterling qualities of her tried
and true friend Shandy set against
the unpredictable vagaries of
Benedict, an amateur artist, an
amateur musician, a professional
lover, a man with a temper yet
no real villian, the height or the
bottomless depth of irresponsibility. he loves him, she loves

him not, ahe loves him
through the rest of the
is alternately drawn
and
in love and out,. happy
AN
spairing.
Benedict is not quite
t(A.,
nor Shandy too
saintly, ,
I
cerdible, and Holstius
dev
their intricate relationship
,
skill; where he fails
to nut,
he nevertherless holds atiy
•
est. He has built a new ahd
ceptive story solidly
arms,
old familiar triangle.
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All persons indebted to
the
tate of Ella S. Valentine
dect
are requested to come
to
and settle same on or
before
15th, 1849. All persoru
claims against estate will
pr
same properly proven
by
date.
P. M. Sell, Executor of Er
of Ella S. Valentine.

More About Our Tourist Possibilities

Use Your NEW DIRECTORY
After Midnight Saturday
Growing Princeton will have a completely new and larger
telephone system after midnight of Saturday, April 2, when
service is switched over to the new dial office.
As a part of the expansion and improvement of facilities,
it
was necessary to change all telephone numbers. Therefore,
as of
midnight Saturday, the new directory should be used for
all
calls and the old one disposed of.
We are pleased that everything is in readiness for this conversion which means more And better service for
Princeton.
Complete dialing information will
be found in the front of your new directory.

.
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Few adults know
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

YOUR DREAM DRESS
FOR EASTER

eternal, living Christ.
Lent belongs to no particular group of
Christian people. Its observance is universal, although it may differ in form.
The Lenten season is acknowledged by all
who confess Christ and who walk the road
of sorrows with him, and who wait in the
early morning when the grave no longer
holds him. It is Well for us to gather in
our various churches throughout Lent,
to take time out from the ordinary affairs in life to dedicate ourselves to a study of the Christ and his teachings, to
cleanse our minds and our actions, and to
make our surroundings a wholesome dwelling place for those who would enjoy
closer communion with holy thoughts and
holy things. Swiftly the days of Lent pass
and we move toward Easter. There are
points of interest along the way we should
not miss.
In observing Lent we realize that there
are many trivial things in life, and that
life is fuller, richer, holier without them.
If our own hearts have never rebuked us
for neglect, and never accused us of forgetting that which we should ever keep
foremopt in our minds aad thoughts, the
Lenten season, into which we have elk
tered, calla us. Life is a serious matter,
abounding in joy because we have thought
seriously in our contemplation of the lessons of Lent and the coming of Easter.
The child thinks of Easter as a Sabbath
when flowers bloom and music swells out
from the temple—all churehes are tem-

re s a ne% set of
habet, but it is

their phanna
• need. Such
and ego. I
th and wellPenske/from a
Uinta% Dalsoit

YOUR DREAM DRESS'
V-721 FOR EASTER

their time to religious thoughts. Little
children look longingly up the lane of
Lent. The highroad is easier to travel as
we approach Easter if we have made ourselves ready. Ageless are those who observe Lent, and timeless is the period. All
ages and all time fit into the programs.
(Owensboro Messenger)
•
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Do You Know?
ated along the borders of England and
Scotland in the 15th century.
The rabbit matures at six months and
frequently bears as many as four litters
a year.
•
Radcliffe College. a college for women
in Cambridge, Mass., is associated but not
c,orporatedly connected with Harvard
University.

RAYON CREPE WOVEN CORD

In a single day, New York City uses
more than one billion gallons of water
and 23,500 tons of food..
Approximately 8,000 tons of garbage
ROYAL DOULTON
are handled every day in New York City.
FIGURINES
•
The first railroads were built in England in the 17th and 18th centuries to
carry coal in wagons drawn by horses.
•
Rain is formed by the further condensation of moisture in a cloud.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 77

Walker's Drug 81
Jewelry

Your good rayon crepe... with the special-occasion
looks you wanted...a price you hardly dared
hope
for! Dark and dusty colors...missee,half
sizes.

Trim and tailored dresses in a fabric that never
gets that melted look ... and looking cool's half
the battle! 1.and 2 piece ...misses', half sizes.

ursda , March 31, 1949
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gular leafspot, or rust, is a
ion disease each year in burplant-beds. In wet springs
fire may also be commonly
d in both burley and dark
,co plantbeds. There is no
of predicting whether one or
of these diseases will appear
untreated plant-bed. Wildis often mistakenly thought
• blue mold.
ese bacterial diseases may be
letely controlled in t h e
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plant-best by two applications of
liquid bluestone-lime mixture applied to the surface of the soil
(1) wlien the plants are just eatable:tied in the tied and producing the first true leaf, and (2) 10
days later. These treatments must
be made early; otherwise the dis
eases may develop before treat
inent.and be carried to the field
in spite of later treatment.
Fill a clean 50-gallon barrel or
oil drum three-fourths full of
water strained through a cloth.
In one container thoroughly mix
four pounds of fresh commercial
hydrated lime in three or four
gallons of strained water. Do not
use ground limestone. In a separate container, preferably a wooden bucket or crock, dissolve three
pounds of powdered bluestone in

"King- of-

by the Senior Class of Butler

omplete with side show, fortune telling, horror house, tun

FIRE HEROINE OPENS DREAM HOUSE—Roberta
Lee( center),
14, who was seriously burned rescuing her brothers
sisters
when fire destroyed their home in Des Plaines, Ill., inand
cuts a large ribbon at ceremonies (March 27) openingFebruary,
her
new
dream home in Des Plaines. The house was built with free labor
from materials contributed by well-wishers.
At
is Mayor
Martin Kennelly of Chicago, and on the other sideleft
of Roberta is
Mike Sexton, president of the Chicago Carpenters' District
Council. (AP Wirephoto)
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
sonsinissixisarmiswiniwaugingsangswoluilwina

PARSNIPS AND SALSIFY
Parsnips and salsify are disciased together because both need
all summer to mature, and should
be started soon. As both can be
"sored" in the row they grew,
they should be placed to a side of
the garden, out of the way for
sowing a cover crop and breaking
the garden in 1950.
Both abhor "rich" soil, growing
to top when fresh stable manure
is used. Both have weak seeds

re's a new set of ABC's since you went to school. It's a shorter
habet, but it is far more difficult to master than the one you
ed in first grade. Instead of "A for Apple, B for Boy, and
for Cat," it goes "A for preventing certain eye disorders; B for am n types of loss of appetite, and nervous fatigue; C for certain
ases affecting the teeth and gums; and D for safeguarding
*nst weak bones."
us is the start of the Vitamin Alphabet. With it you can spell
ter health for yourself and your family if you know which
era to use. It isn't easy, however. The infant, adolescent, the
It, the convalescent, and the woman expecting a baby have
erent vitamin needs and no one product fits them all.
ew adults know their vitamin ABC's well enough to use them
... and so they depend upon their physician to advise
perly.
their pharmacist to supply them with exactly the product
y need. Such products can't be bought as you would buy
tier and eggs. In vitamins, as in all matters affecting your
lth and well-being, there it no substitute for professional guidance.
eprintedfrom a copyrighted advertising:a published by Parke, Davit
Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.

College Radio Schedule
Scheduled to be heard at 12:45
daily over radio station WHAS
are the following speakers from
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky: April 4, J. L. McKitrick, "Corn Planting Time"; April
5, Edith Lacy, "Four-H Rallies";
April 6, Dr. Howard Beers and
Miss Marie Mason, "Health of
Rural Families"; April 7, Dr. C.
D. Phillips, "Outlook for Wool,"
and April 8, Robert H. Ford,
"Questions From Farm People."
On April 9, at 11:50 am, Miss
Myrtle Weldon
will discu.ts
"Homemakers District Meetings."

that take extraordinarily long to
about four gallons of water. If sprout. To help
up the seedlings,
powdered bluestone, which dis- radish seed
should be admixed,
solves readily, is not availablq half and half.
These are usable
beat the crystals into a fine pow- radishes and the
variety might
der, place them in a cotton sack, be Sparkler
White Tip or the
and suspend just below the sur- newer Cavalier, a
solid red globe
face of the water until dissolved. that stays sweet
far into the sumPour the lime paste into the bar- mer.
rel of water and stir vigorously.
Both parsnips and salsify someWhile stirring, add the bluestone times make forked
roots and too
solution slowly. Add enough wa- many side roots,
largely a result
ter to make 50 gallons.
of crowding. The former should
The mixture is applied to the be thinned to two incher;
salsify
bed without removing the cotton to one inch.
Dry soil conditions
cover. An ordinary 10-quart may also cause
them to fork and
sprinkling can is used. Logs or a partial remedy
is to cultivate
boards used to frame the bed, only shallowly,
leaving the deepand the sides of the bed not cov- er soil strictly
undisturbed. This
ered bY cotton, should also be is especially needful
for salsify.
sprinkled. A 50-gallon container
Both are remarkably free of
of the mixture will treat 200 insect pests, except
the general
square yards, or 66 linear yards feeders early, until
their favorite
of bed nine feet wide, or 50 linear weeds leaf out.
Parsnips a r e
yards of bed 12 feet wide. This quite disease-immune,
but salsifY
at the rate of one quart a square may suffer
leafblackening, a
yard.
form of blight. Any of the copBluestone-lime does not injure pers recommended
for tomato
plants, so do not attempt to wash blight control
salsify blight,
it off after applying. Do not rcdx starting when
the first signs are
nitrate of soda with bluestone- seen and repeating
at 10-day inlime.
tervals, a time or two.
The cost of materials for treat-. • As-/or varietieg; Rollo*
Crown
ing 200 square yards of bed twice is the parsnip
and the salsify,
should be about one dollar.
Sandwich Island.

"I bought this woman for
my own ... and I'll kill the man
who touches her!"
GARY

See these stand-out distinctions
of the new 1949 Studebakers
New decorator-fabric upholateries • New
body colors•Self.adjusting brake*• Vari.
able ratio "extra-leverage" steering •Pan.
orarnic vision •Seats centered between the
•xle••Low center of gravity•Orate proof
"black I i g ht"i nab- ument panel dials. Automatic hill holder (standard cm/rot on
ChaMpions)• Automatic overdrive. CI,
matiser heating•nd ventilating. whitesidewall tires and wheel trim rings or discs
optional at extra net on all models.

"Not More, But Better Merchandise"

you like to keep more of your income
WOULDN'T
untouched by outgo for car operation?
Well, the answer is right before you in any
1949
Studebaker car.
Gas economy is written all over every inch of a
new Studebaker's flight-streamed structure. No
burdensome dead weight squanders any of the gas
you buy.
How much this runs into in savings, any owner
of a postwar Studebaker will tell you. Stop in and
get the names of some people to talk to about it now.

Implement Co.

exclusively. yours
( Incorporated)

t HIGH IN THE SIERRAS
A MAN-HUNT
BEGINS!
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MOVIETONE NEWS
with
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at 7 P. M.
Sponsored

Miss Ida Belle Turley, Evans
vine, Ind., spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
-the Amazing;
Henry Turley.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and child- vale, Ind., Wednesday,.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Yates
en
DRAIN
PIPE KLEENEX
ren, Joe, Donald and Carolyn, and
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Piercy,
tertained with dinner Saturday in
~we
Mrs. Clifford White were in Cadiz, visited friends in town
• Disroives Flak
honor of out-of-town guests, Mr.
• Liquefies Grease
Evansville, Ind., Friday.
Thursday.
and Mrs. Robert Smith and childfor: SLUGGISH DRAINS
.114r. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and ren, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Smith,
Mrs. Essie Rucker is visiting
—CLOGGED DRAINS
her sister, Mrs. Willie Allen, children, Dorothy and Dennis, Jackson, Miss., and Mr. and Mrs.
were in Evansville, Ind., shop- Walter Sheffield, Wilmington, N.
.
, —SANITARY
Nashville, Tenn.
ping Friday.
C.
Rev. Ray Wigginton filled his
Mrs. Vernon Hodge and daughMrs. Lee Burklow is visiting
"King dr Avast*.
appointment at the Cumberland
ter, Arline, Detroit, Mich., visited her sister, Mrs. Bob Hughes, and thwAssele seen wra7wimes...Thor
Presbyterian church in Clay SunSAM WINSIVI MIMS NHS
her sister, Mrs. Reed Brown, last Mr. Hughes, Marion:
day.
week. Mrs. Hodge, is visiting her
Coy Moore is confined to his A A:4W o“lootish draof in
Mrs. Jim Ray spent last week
6
.
4%
mother, Mrs. Sarah
Cruce, bed at his home here suffering reare=int 1[1
in Sturgis with Mr. and Mrs. J.
breast mad coarelegkxg.
Crayne, who is convalescing after with an infected leg.
B. Ray and daughter, Sara.
a severe illness.
*off Ole /me nor Dodge 1•Illsv
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
Mr. and Mrs. Arlof Walker,
Mrs. Rex Brown, Mrs. Wilbur Alton, Ill., spent the weekend of
Princeton, visited his parents, Mr.
Fritts, Mrs. Crawford Rice, of March 20 with her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Albert Walker, Sunday Marion,
Mrs. Reed Brown and and Mrs. Coy Moore.
afternoon.
Mrs. Cecil Brasher shopped in
Mr. James Dollar, Madisonville, Princeton
Wednesday.
was the guest of his sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. lridge and
J. E. Hillyard, and Mr. Hillyard daughter,
Carrie, visited Mr. and
Sunday.
Mrs. Bill Eldridge, Princeton,
Miss Mary Louise Turley, Glen- Sunday.
dale, spent the weekend with her
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goheen
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turand daughter, Phyllis Ann, Calley.
See that your property is adequately insured in
vert City, were the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart • guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Gowright, Evansville, Ind., spent the heen.
Strong, Old-Line Stock Companies!
weekend with her parents, Mr.
Mrs. C. T. Henson spent a few
and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, Crid- days
this week with her daughter, Mrs George Johnson, and
Miss Dorothy Brasher, Gilberts. Mr. Johnson,
Louisville.
ville, spent several days last week
D. 0. Boaz was unable to be at
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. work Monday
morning at HowCecil Brasher.
erton's store because he is ill of
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs. a cold.-'
Beulah Howerton were in PaduMr. and Mrs. Robert Smith and
cah Tuesday.
children and Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Mr. and Mrs. James Landes and Smith, all of Jackson,
Miss., and
.Mr. Kelly Landes, spent last Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Sheffield,
week in St. Louis.
Wilmington, N. C., spent the
Frankie Wright, who his been weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. R.
ill several months, was able to J. Yates,
start back to school last week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Sisco, Marion, were Sunday guests of dr.
and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mrs. J. Luke Quertermous,
Louisville, spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Young.
Mrs. Margaret Hubbel, Detroit,
Mich., returned home Sunday after spending last week with the
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton and
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton.
Mrs. Lemma Cruce, Clarksville,
Tenn, spent the weekend with
her sister, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett,
and Mr. Bennett.
Messrs. Malcom and' Ralph
Beavers, Detroit, Mich., spent
several days last week here visiting relatives.
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
Beulah Howerton were in Evans-
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30 Scholarships
To Agri. College
'flinty scholarships in agriculture and house economics of
9150 to $400 are to be distributed
to ambitious young men and
women for the college year of
1949-50, it is announced at the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky.
It is stated that the scholarships are designed to help students who show promise of becoming leaders in agriculture and
home economics, or to help those
who need financial assistance to
start to college.
Interested young men and women should see a county agent or
lime demonstration agent for application blanks, or write to Assistant Dean L. J. Horlacher at
Lexington.
NEWS FROM THE PAST
March 19, 1929. In celebration
of her thirteenth birthday Miss
Willie Dean Miller entertained a
number of her friends at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. N. Miller, with a party on
Mar. sixteenth from two until
four o'clock. The hours were
spent in games, music and contests. Miss Miller was the recipient of many beautiful gifts.
Luncheon was served to Misses Sarah Glover, Dorothy Lee
Johnson, Doris 'McGuirk, Ruth

Tracy, Agnes McKinney, Blanch
M. Sneed, Louise Jones, Athalie
Page,, Fiances Tracy and Willie
Dean Miller.
March 19, 1929. Chas. A. Pepper
has returned from Florida where
he spent the winter months.
March 19, 1929, Billie McCaslin
is recovering from a tonsilar operation performed by Dr. I. Z.
Barber last week.
March 19, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
Kimball Undrewood and sons,
Tom and Kimball, Jr., were
guests of Mrs. G. C. Overby at
Gilbertsville, Sunday.
March 19, 1929. Mr. Frank
Machen, of New York City, has
been a guest of his sister, Miss
Fannie Machen recently, at the
home of Mrs. Grace McGoodwin
Brown.
March 19, 1929. Mrs. M. A.
Pickering and Miss Mary Lou
Pickering of the Hopson neighborhood, were among those from
their seCtion of the county n
town Monday.
March 19, 1929. William Winte,rs and John Rogers, of McGowan were among those from
that section in town yesterday.
March 22, 1929. Little Miss Virginia Bowie Satterfield made ber
arrival at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, on Washington St., Monday, March 18th.
The little lady is the direct descendant of an illustrious line, being the great-great granddaughter of the famous Col. James
Bowie, who lost his We with
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Don't be an

April Fool
All Year 'Round!
BE INTELLIGENT ABOUT

UK Students To Work

At General Hospital

Trustees of the University of
Kentucky have approved a cooperative plan between the UK College of Pharmacy and the Louisville General Hospital for the establishment of a pharmaceutical
manufacturing laboratory to be
located at the hospital and oper-

The Buffet Meal, moj
of Homemakers (Au
April, will be taw!!
Florence Imlay, t
tion specialist, E •
ion, College of Agiieulture
Home Economies, Univerat7
Kentucky, in the basement of
Christian Church, April 5
10 to 3 o'clock.
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home of Mr. and Mrs.
Wreckage of the roof and sidewails of the tore through the area
PLANTATION HOME WRECKED-plantati
near,Scott, Ark., after a tornado
on
their
on
d
(AP
scattere
lie
R W. Bredloe
at the time of the tornado escaped serious injury.
causing much damage. One person in the house
Photo)
University of Tennessee.
In an education seminar at
April 1, 1 p. ni., White; April 1,
Vanderbilt university here recently, Dr. Brehm said swollen col- 2 p. m., Lewistown; April 4, 8:30
lege enrollments since the war a. m., East Side Jr.; i April 4, 9:15
have forced many institutions to
a. m., Butler Sr.; April 5, 1:30 p.
adopt impersonal "mass producm., Cobb; April 5, 1:30 p. m.,
"the
n,
educatio
og
methods
tion"
blyions
Assem
institut
our
hip; April 6, 1:30 p. m.,
Friends
Tenn.
e,
Nashvill
greatest mistake
line education is the gravest d an- of higher learning could make." Liberty; April 5, 7 p. m., Quinn;
Present indications are, he said, April 7, 8:30 a. m., Butler Jr.;
ger now confronting th4 Americollege enrollment will conthat
can college, in the opinion of Dr. tinue to increase, posing a serious April 7, 1 p. m., Crider; April 7,
C. E. Brehm, president of the problem for state and private in- Fredonia Jr., 2 p. m.; April 7, 2:30
p. m., Fredonia Sr., and April 7,
Davie Crockett at the battle of stitutions.
ting on the financial 3:30 p. m., Flatrock.
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niture. Mrs. J. G. Clark of the Libyears.
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least
quite serious, but she is pluckily
half of the univer- erty Homemakers Club upholabout
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adding
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he
state,
the help of a sister, a 4-H club
'WHAT ANIMALS GIVE THE
years ago the state appropriated
. In the LaGrange ChrisT
BEST AND RICHES miLie?'
aprroximately $24 for each stu- member
church, the pulpit chairs
dent. Today the appropriation is tian
were upholstered by Mrs. EveWHY THOSE AT
about $116 a student.
of the Buckner HomeWhile faculty salaries at Ten- lyn Coons,
Club. In the LaGrange
nessee have been increased con- makers
church, a group of
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homema
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teachers
many
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actual
aid of their husbands, rein effect, taken salary cuts when the
the pulpit chairs.
finished
power
ing
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of the dollar is considered.
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Faculty salaries constitute one
Harvie Branscomb, chancellor
of the biggest items in the uni- of Vanderbilt university, discusare
versity budget, yet teachers
sing the problem from the standpaid far less than they should be, point of the privately owned uniDr. Brehm said a railroad freight versity, said his difficulties were
conductor makes nearly $1,000 similar to that of the state-ownmore a year than a full-time uni- ed institutions. "We have the addversity professor.
ed difficulty, however, of atOne of the biggest iinancing tempting to operate at a time
erencount
are
problems colleges
when private donors are reducing is the cost of constructing ing endowment gifts in the face
to
new facilities vitally needed
of high personal taxes," he said.
handle greatly increased numbers
The most likely answer to the
of students, he said. These costs endowed school's financing, he
are far out of line with other ex- believes, is increased aid from
penses, having soared to as much government sources, such as specas four or five times prewar lev- ial appropriations.
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S. Seminary
Phone 260

OUTSIDE,* ENAMELS, SEMI-LUSTRES, OILS, VARNISHES

WE HAVE THE NEW KEM-GLO
GARDEN PLOWS, Spring Special . . . $4.95
Have You Visited Cayce-Yost's Newest Store - - - The
Appliance Center? They have Hopkinsville's largest
stock of linoleum.

IMPLEMENT BUYS AT CAYCE-YOST'S
IMPLEMENT STORE
RASTUS PLOWS, DISC PLOWS, BOTTOM PLOWS,
CULTIVATORS, SECTION HARROWS

COMPLETE STOCKS FIELD SEED
FERTILIZERS
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KNOW it is reliable.
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PRINCETON CREAMERY

YOUR INSURANCE . .
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Furnishings
MAKE THE HOME!

HELD OVER!
presenting

"THEY GO_ TOGETHER"
starring

hings
MORGAN'S HAVE.. . two floors of furniture and home furnis
from which to choose your living room suite, bedroom
outfit, dining room sets, kitchen and breakfast units, floor
coverings and occasional pieces. The prices and quali-

LAUNDRY

ty are set to please you and match your pocket book.

home
MORGAN'S HAVE . . . the experience of furnishing your
through the practice of doing the job many times each
week for people who want the best for their money . . .

their
MORGAN'S HAVE ... that friendly confident feeling towards
customers' ideas and feelings . . . It is their intention to
fully satisfy every customer if it is at all possible.

and

DRY CLEANING
A colossal double feature...continuous performcince - next time combine.
dry cleaning plant . . . plenty of parking space. After we clean your clothe
h
a
rigid inspection of our own. We have the equipment to do fine dry cleaning ond
we put them throug
we use it!
Visit our modern

lest
ttoshatas
West

DIAL 2055

"Good Furniture Need Not Be Expensive"
Shower-Pruf

Keeps clothes from Staining.

Try this new method today.

.1.1%ftreasft.
4
/4,_ Z
17
bey
4ftes ZZMA•ms...
,1

YOUR LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
SERVICE

MORGAN'S

CI<

•

Princeton Furniture & Undertaking Co.

Ulf

WAMORCHAM

"42 Years of Dependable Service"
PHONE 32 - NITE 18

Madisonville St.
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Clubs
ught by
oods
xtensioe
griculturt
Unive
luisement
, April 5

at Washington says grain reduction will mean at least 25 percent
more grass and hay.
Miss Marlene Berryman, Clark
If this shift is coming, Ralph
county 4-H club girl, in one year
Kenney of the college's agrono•
made a. net profit of $372 on her
my .department said farmers
home economics and agricultural
might take advantage of an alt educed grain ready
projects.
short seed supply and step
wing, including corn and up
Boyd county homemakers clubs
production of commonly
in 1950 and following years grown grasses
contributed 10 first-aid kits to ruand clovers.
cause farmers to consider
ral schools in the county.
"If grass and clover seed pro, more grass and clover duction is not increased
Ninety-two men from Kentucrather
ky, 10hio, Missouri, Tennessee,
ays a statement from the sharply," he asserted,
"much land
, of Agriculture and Home now in corn and
South Carolina and Mississippi atwheat will not
tended a meeting In Henderson
.Acs, University of Ken- be seeded to these
crops,
or
will
county on peach production.
rhis seed will be needed be seeded inadequately."
In Fleming county, homemakMc sod crops that are to take
Supplies of grass and hay seeds
ers have refinished 175 pieces of
place of grain.
are not large enough this spring
furniture and have recaned 75
e Bureau of Plant Industry to indicate a big carryover for
chairs.
1950, Kenney added. He also menBecause of rural electrification
tioned that depletion of hay supin Rowan county, Mrs. Edith
plies in the Northwest may affect
Hicks was Able to have her old
seed production there.
esewing machine modernized with
Kentucky produces large crops
an electric motor.
of seed of bluegrass, orchard
Four-H club boys in Pike coungrass, korean lespedeza, red cloty are making trellises, flower
ver and fescue, as well as imboxes, lawn fences, gates an
portant crops of ladino clover,
bird houses in woodworking prowhite clover, redtop, timothy, OIL FIELD FIRE—A huge gas fire of unknown origin
MI Makes
lights up the jects.
oil field at South Houston, Texas, (March 23) as it threatened sevMercer county homemakers soeral residential areas in suburbs of Houston. Light of the flames licited
and contributed $2,019 tocould be seen as far as 15 miles from the scene. (AP Wirephoto)
ward the new hospital in the
county.
crimson clover and vetch.
COMMONWEALTH OF KY.,
PRINCETON
Fifty - two Hickman county
Tests made by the Agricultural DEPT. OF HIGHWAYS
homemakers report 197 new garLUMBER CO.
Experime
nt
Station
showed
NOTICE
CONTRA
that
TO
CTORS
CALL ei
ments made, 118 garments made
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Agt
spraying with DDT to kill bugs
Sealed bids will be received by over, 417 repaired and 114 artiS Seminary St
Complete Insurance Service
and the use of fertilizers will in- the Department of Highways at cles made from sacks.
Phone 260
III W. Market St.
Loblolly pines in a two-acre
crease yield of bluegrass seed. its office, Frankfort, Kentucky
•
Nitrogen fertilzer increased yields until 10:00 A. M. Central Stanri- tract set by E. A. Jones of Clinton
county in 1943 average 4 inches
of orchard grass, redtop and fes- ard Time on the 8th day of April,
in diameter.
cue seed.
1949, at which time bids will be
To aid in beautifying their
publicly opened and read for the homes and coMmunities, Madison
county homemakers voted to
Practical Lessons For
improvement of:
grow petunias as their county
SP-MP GROUP 12 (1949)
Jefferson Homemakers
flower.
The practical nature of the as- Caldwell County, SP 17-2
Mrs. Cranston Cheap of Bath
The Princeton-Shady Grove
sistance given Kentucky women
county has completed the instalRoad,
from
approxim
KY
91
ately
through their homemakers clubs
Here's why 191,910 civilians selected Army careers
lation of a farm water system
is indicated in a report from Miss 3 miles NW of Princeton to WCL
—why 75,082 soldiers re-enlisted — in 1948
Anna Evans, home demonstra- Farmersville, 4.400 miles. C-1 Mix, reserved to reject any and all
Unlimited advancement. A 4Liberal retirement benefits.
bids.
tion agent in Jefferson county. 2820 tons.
new system of rewards and
Twenty years' service means
DEPARTMENT OF
In addition to the county-wide Caldwell County, SP 17-22
promotions based on your inioptional retirement at i, pay
Princeton-Fryer Road, from
HIGHWAYS
project of retying and repairing
native and ability.
—30 years' at 34 pay. And
NCL Princeton to Schoolhouse at Frankfort, Kentucky
spring-filled
cushions,
homemak
30 days paid vacation every
Free technical training. The
ers in one month had special Fryer, 10.998 miles. C-1 Mix, March 17, 1949
Army maintains the world's
work days in the following sub- 5800 tons.
Caldwell County, SP 17-22
greatest schooling system, 5 Exciting travel and advenjects chosen according to their
with over 200 courses.
Princeton-Fryer Road from US
ture. Peace-time overseas
special needs and interest: slipduty among age-old cultures
62 in Princeton to NCL PrinceRegular promotione, better
covers, hooked r u g s, leather
in colorful and historic lands
ton, 0.401 mile. C-1 Mix, 210 tons.
pay You can qualify for autogloves, basic dress patterns, sewCrittenden County, SP 28-26
matic advances in the lower 6 Sports and recreation. Beneing and textile painting.
Mexica-Dycusburg Road from
grades and world-wide poolfit from the Army's splendid
ing of top grade vacancies
KY 91 to SW edge of Frances, 4.conditioning program and
FERGUSON TRACTOR
means a more certain future
452 miles. C-1 Mix, 2360 tons.
the Army's emphasis on team
in the career Army.
AND IMP. COMPANY
Crittenden County, MP 28-146-D
competition.
Marion-Elizabethtown
Ferry
7 A proud prof/Aim A great
PRINCETON, KY.
Road from US 60 to N edge of
esprit de corps, a hearty pride
Phones
451-J and 451-W
Sheridan
, 4.200 inilsg, C-1 Patchand loyalty, characterize the
ing 1050 tons, A-2 Seal, 550 tons.
soldiers of today's Army.
Crittenden County, MP 28-186-F
Marion-Cave in Rock Road
from NCL Marion and extending
To win a place in A merioa's new career
north 1.255 saes. A-2 Seal, 165 I
i.
Army, you must "have &tat it'takes!
tons,
Call today and find out your chance,.
Crittenden County, tit 8t-18i
Marion-Cave in Rock Road
from 1.255 miles N of Marion to
The U.S. Army
Ohio River at Cave in Rock, 9.652
miles. C-1 Mix, 6370 tons, A-2
PART Of TYE TEAM FOR SECURITY
Seal 1020 tons.
Army Day-April 6th
The attention of prospective
bidders is called to the prequalification requirements and necessity for securing certificate of
eligibility, the special provisions
covering subletting or assigning
the contract and the Department's
regulation which prohibits the issuance of proposals after 4:30 P.
M., on the day preceding the openWe Do All Kinds of Mechaniing of bids.
The quantities listed are in- cal Work on Cars and Trucks—
tended to indicate the approximate volume of the proposed
work. See the bid forms for final
computed estimates. Alternate
bids on bituminous surfacing
types will be received, if the
Department so elects and includes
"T•p-O'-The-Iteng•
a provision for alternates in the
controls easier C. awe
bid forms.
—.alerts mock."
Further information, bidding
proposals, et cetera, will be furnished upon application to the
'"Up-Down'unit le
Frankfort Office. The right is
&Ober
.4H. Se
et 4111 Surface UnIt."

ore,Grass, Hay
ed Needed To
eplace Grains

Ky. Farm News

BAUM
Repair

and bathroom.
In one month, 120 farmers in
Carlisle county bought seed for
spring sowing of 1,000 acres of
ladino clover and 1,500 acres of
fescue.
•
Mrs. Elijah Lamb of Caldwell
county made slipcovers for a
matching couch and chair, a rocker and two straight chairs.
Use of phosphate fertilizer increased strawberry yields as much
as 100 crates an acre in tests
made ir. Jefferson county the past
season.

Wm. M. YOUNG

The Kentucky Renderiny Wo-ks will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

I

MERICA'S FINEST MEN

hoose U.S. Army Careers!

A

•Just think of all the hours
you'll is,. when you're the
proud owner of this beautiful
new Tappan Gas Range with
the "controlled cooking"
panel ... the Tel-U-Set that
gives you completely automatic cooking —
VISIMINGII ... signals by light
and beill what looking's ions

AUTOMATIC CLOCK ... to time
pow oven

"OVEN-ON" SIGNAL ... glows
when oven is lighted

TIMID APPLIANCE OUTLET ...
times your toaster or percolator

• Come in tomorrow and let us show you the TatU-Set and what it will do ... and the many other
Tkippan time-saying, work.saying conveniences.

II Princeton

Princeton, Ky.

PHONES:
Day 849
NITE 518-J

KEMNGLO MIRACLE LUSTRE
.FINISH LOOKS AND WASHES

Iff14f
, i ffff
y .
,1(A
441A

NOW Cut Grass in Seconds
with this AMAZING
LABOR-SAVER

ONE GALLON OF KEN-GIO DOES THE AVERAGE KITCHEN
—WALLS, WOODWORK,(UPWARDS!
End grass-cutting drudgery with the
original Goodall 2 and 4 cycle vertical
drive Power Mower. No gram cutter
gives you a performance record like
GOODALL. The GOODALL cuts
tbrodgh weeds, up slopes, any angles.
and vela you • velvety-smooth lawn
...made to give years of uninterrupted
service.
Yeer lawn that -Citelf-Greem task
Even a child can
operate a Goodall

NOW AVAILABLE
the
See this marvelous new
Kelvinator Electric Range
that cooks whole meals while
you're out for the
afternoon!
6 New Iffeetek-Rant Svelme
Odra tip up for easy
Cleaning! With seven selective heats.
0 New "Up-Dewel
Atit that changes from deep,..11 to 4th Surface
Unit in a flash!
Jomfao Oval,'pacieius warmer drawer and loads
ol •i”rage space
. two appliance outlets.

• Top-el-Ova's Broiler gives charcoal-like radiant
heat results.
•Super-Acevrote ?Abut* Meer tail to JO minute
range
•Preesur• Cooker optionally available ... fits the
deep well!
And it's Kelvinator —of Course! —that's your
guarantee of product quality and quality per.
formance. See it at your Kelvinator dealer's today!

PHONE 707

Rich, lustrous ... easy-to-keep-clean finish
ler kitchens, bathrooms, finest woodwork!
PAINT TRIUMPH OF THE CENTURY —tholes KIMGt..01 It looks for all the world like baked enamel, So
smooth! So lustrous! Such satiny gloss!
WASHES LIKE BAKED ENAMEL!Dirt washes off
KEM-GLO'S porcelain-smooth surface like magic!
$O EASY TO USE!KEM-61.0 flows on like•breeze!
One coat does it over most surfaces! No primer, no
undercoster Deeded!
BEAUTIFUL! KEM-GL()colors are decorator colors!
They give walls and woodwork • new, new look dial
leas and burial KEM-GLO Stay White — molly stays
rbiget Will eel tam yellow!
Imo, reedy to apply, • No Om& • No oloolorcootort
.coot avers! • Drloo-3 to 4 boon? • Witaboilot
Sorofilohlot • CoEors mock Itortotooko
Koor-Tootol
and

Punishing Tests Prey,
KEM-02L0 Caw Take RI
Steaks Out Gressel 2. WIttieteeds
letifTst 3. Resists Seilliag Weal
4. Dirt Dives Off! S. Resists Stalest

KEM-61.0 —the perfect tvmhination for smartest decsorationi:

Thursda
KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

Deason Honored
By Ky. Truckers
Receives "Driver Of
The Month" Award
At Recent Meeting

al
floor s eeping to manageri
duties.
eight
Mr. Anderson teaches
with an
classes a day at Butler,

At The Churches

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 am..

Mar

average enrolment of eight ,
I
a class. li, conduets these
in 11 counties in this part at
State.

mcfra:

Butler Pupils Study
Retail Store Operation
From Ground Up

g. S. Gregor y
Gr°
On Dahlia
s. Gregory
Dahl
of
.Growing

Classes in salesmanship, with
emphasis placed on customer and
salesman relations, are being
taught at Butler High School this
week and next by J. D. Anderson,
Area Trade School, Madisonville,
This is the fourth year Mr. Anderson has taught these classes
which are designed to give future
sales people all the practical side
of retail store operation from

W. D. Deason, an over-the-road
driver for Arnold Ligon Truck
Line, was awarded a gold lapel
button and certificate as January
"Driver of the Month" at a recent
meeting o f Kentucky Motor
Transport Association in Louisville.
Selection is based on specific
IAN
Acts of heroism, courtesy and safe- FIRST CHRIST
o'clock.
9:45
study,
a
Bible
and
years
of
a
period
over
ty
record free of accidents or arrests
Hour of worship, 11 o'clock.
Young Peoples Hour, 6 o'clock.
for traffic violations for the
A cordial welcome to all to
month.
About 2 o'clock one morning in
presented by E. J. Buhrter, chairJanuary Mr. Deason, on a run
man of the board of directors,
from Louisville to Princeton,
American Trucking Association.
of 5,000 persons attracted to Filene's
'helped extricate Charles StalAT $11 SUIT SALE—This general view shows part
A letter to Mr. Deason from H. CROWD
(March 28) Store officials estimated
panel
Boston.
at
wrecked
each
$11
a
at
coats
under
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men's
of
t sale
lins
D. Horton, president of American Basemen
ed,
o)
overturn
Wirephot
(AP
had
hours.
few
a
in
truck
gene
The
be
items Would
truck.
Trucking Association, received re- stock of 500
pinning Mr. Stallins beneath it.
part:
in
says
cently
worship with us.
Mr. Deason dug out the injured
"Yours is a very real honor and
man with a shovel carried on the
n
America
the
as president of
FIRST BAPTIST
(Continued from Page One) I
Arnold Ligon truck. Mr. Stal0. C. Pollard
Trucking Association, I salute
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
assessed at $553,746 by the
was
lins' companion, who was thrown
you
as
at
that,
you. I am confident
0. C. Pollard, 73, was buried
School
Sunday
a.m.
9:45
as compered to $637,587
board
clear, was trying to rescue the
congo on your way, you will
Rogers Cemetery, Hopkinsville valuation by the agents. In 1947
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
victim with his bare hands. Mr.
on to the
distincti
add
to
tinue
is
died
Road Monday afternoon. He
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
the valuation was $202,800.
Deason, by his quick action,
great industry of which you are
at Jennie Stuart Memorial HosFor livestock the board increascredited with saving a man's life,
part."
LEBANON BAPTIST
pital late Saturday of complica- ed to $683,372 the value of $681,Buttabn and certificate were
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
tions. The residence was on the 197 put on this division by the
Services held every second Hopkinsville Road near the Cald- agents. The 1947 assessment was
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock well county line.
$375,325.
Survivors are his widow, Mrs.
and Sunday morning at 11
"Our assessment objective was
,
Inviting, exciting footnote in
daughter
a
o'clocit.
Etta May Pollard;
56 percent of true value," Morton
ers:
Rogers, a son, Allison Brashears, an agent who has
fertiliz
ng
Ralph
followi
Mrs.
the
stock
in
have
We
. . all day long
Pollard; a...brother, Eurie Pol- aided the work here, said. "We straps
HOLINESS
two sisters, believe, however, that we assessille;
Hopkinsv
lard,
serwith
ce
A special conferen
6-8-6
twinkling nights you'll steal
Mrs. Herschel Rogers, Cerulean ed about 54 percent on farm
vices each day and evangelistic
20% Phosphate
3-9-6
town
on
percent
and another sister in Illinois.
45
lands and
services each night will be held
all glances at dances. Nusuede
21 1/2% Sulphate of Potash
2-12-6
lots."
Church
Holiness
the
in
7-9
April
56
is
nt
assessme
average
State
der
Alexan
0-14-7
Mrs. John
and black ... something terriSchools in
on Madisonville street. Rev. W.
Mrs. George Estella Alexander, percent of true value.
are
nts
assessme
pastor.
where
is
died
ham
counties
r,
Cunning
E.
wife of John L. Alexande
We can give immediate delivery of above
your money!
average are fically new for
Friday, March 25, at the age of not equal to the State
equalitheir
fertilizers.
losing
of
conTERIAN
in danger
CENTRAL PRESBY
54. Funeral services were
David W. Schulherr, minister ducted Saturday afternoon at zation funds, Mr. Brashears said.
More reductions in assessments
9:45 Sunday School
Ask To See
Piney Grove by the Rev. Ruthan perSTYLE No. 3291
10:45 Morning Worship
dolph Lane, Princeton. Besides were made on property
board,
As Sketched
PHONE 242
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
her husband, Mrs. Alexandret is sons appeared before the
from a
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
survived by three sons, Harley The Leader has learned
and Mack, Piney Grove, and Ver- usually reliable source.
The same source said the greatBARBEE MEMORIAL
nice, Bloomington, Ind.; three
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN daughters, Mrs. Elvert Alsbrook er percentage of those who apSunday School, 9:45 a.m., R and Miss Ethel Alexander, Piney peared before the board were
who
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Grove, and Mrs. Claude Water- granted reductions. Those
Midweek Worship, Wednes- ford, Bloomington, Ind.; a sister, were satisfied with the assessnow liable
day, 7 p.m.
Mrs. Mack Johnson, Dawson ment made earlier are
valuawith
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8 Springs; two brothers, J. T. Trot- to be paying on a higher
while
p.m.
ter, Piney Grove, and Liash Trot- tion than they did before,
pay
ter; a half-brother, Marion Fox, those who protested will
adDawson Springs; 14 grandchild- lower taxes, The Leader was
CUMBERLAND
ren and a great-grandson. Three vised..
PRESBYTERIAN
children preceded her in death.
Preaching services will be held
Some scales are so delicately
at 11 o'clock Sunday morning,
balanced they register the weight
Try a Leader Classified Adl
April 3.
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Fredonia Circ
meet Last We

Circles 2 and 3
osioaary Societ
ust church, ha
combined meeti
warch 23, in the
j Rogers WaS
devotional.
the
presented the 1
mesdames Char
j. J. Rogers,
be Wilson, T. L.
Woodall, Floyd

Tricky Anklet

Vinson.

FERTILIZERS

Entertain Su
a
At Fredoni
Mr. and Mrs.

How a suit bows
you depends on ho
it fits in the neck
and shoulder re
Style-Mart's great
new idea—"NECK
ZONE" tailoring—
prevents unsightly
collar gap. yew
suit looks, fits, h
properly. See Sty.
Mart's wonderfu]
selection of Sprir.r
and Summer Stu:s
now.

Only $2.95

More Traction-More Pull

FINKEL'S

ATLASS

TRACTOR TIRE

OGDEN METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:+5 o'clock

•The deep, interlocking grip of
ATLAS Tractor Tires gives your
tractor less slip—more traction and
more pull. They assure you smoother
riding, and save machinery by giving
greater cushion against shock. We
have ATLAS Tractor Tires for your
make and model tractor.
Come by to see us.

Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

Logan County Hospital
To Be Started Soon
Building of the $450,000 Logan
County General Hospital at. Russellville will start soon, the State
reported
Department
Health
Tuesday.
Paul A. Hackney, director of
the department's Medical Hospital and Related Services Division, announced final approval of
plans by State and U. S. officials.
The U. S. Public Health Service
will contribute $180,000 of the
hospital's cost.

smart,
with prints or plains

So trim, so

MIRROR-BRIGHT

Reflect;ng

PATENTS

your good taste, Paradise patents

so with everything. Beeut:fully crafted,
they wear and wear 'because they Ct
like a dream. Come, choose Spring
bright Paradise patent today.

makes as fine a team as

again Kentucky Utilities Company has come

you'll find, and those matched bays can
pull wherever they're hitched, but the finest

to his aid by offering the services of an ex-

team in this picture is the farmer and his

whose job is to help the farmer make the

electric company.

most economical and most profitable use of

HAT line

T

crew

For more than three decades now, the
nation's electric companies have been helping tp develop new and better methods for

•BLUE CALF
•GREEN CALF

his electrified equipment.
Water pumps, milking machines, lights,
elevators, feed grinders, hay driers--all these
and more have been put to work 'producing

equipment have been produced, the progres-

producing them at lower cost, too.

sive farmer has been putting them to work.

Your feet Meng in

perienced staff of Farm Service Advisers

using electricity on the farm Profitably.
And as fast as new techniques and new

W.bat,to buy—and how to use it—has
UL s'
been the farmer's recurring problem. There

jonquil
arrange
Mrs. Rh

president, said.
rn
preside at the
senCe f Ws,

Deaths & Funerals Assessment Fixed

MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.

Please cm 1

more feed, more meat, more cash crops. And

That's why farmers everywhere are
ing, "Electricity on the farm doesn't cost
—it pays!"

KENTUCKY UTIIncorpor
LIT
ated IES COMPANY
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Easter Seal Quota
Is $850 ThiS Year

!

Add a little cinnamon or mace
If your family likes the taste
of curry powder try adding a to whipped cream that is to top
gs.
dash of it to scalloped tomatoes. apple pie or peach dumplin

Should
ly,
Prompt
ed
Be Return
Says
n
Dr. Gordo

(..01111 ibutiOns

Pleas* call No. 50 and glwe Item• for thie

page to whoever
of the news.

Go To Hopkinsville On
.S. Gregory To Speak
Show Business
ng
Style
Growi
n Dahlia
Mrs. Glen Cartwright, Mrs.
R. S. Gregory will discuss Charles
Wadlington and Misses
'rowing of Dahlias" at a meetthe Rose and Garden Club,
..ock Thursday, April 7, in
Library. Meme George Coon
bring a
rs are requested to
flower
spring
or
jonquil
cirnen
d an arrangement of spring
owers, Mrs. Shell Smith, viceresident, said. Mrs. Smith will
reside at the meeting in the abence of Mrs. Charles Geiger,
resident.

redonia Circles
eet Last Week

Circles 2 and 3 of the Women's
issionary Society, Fredonia Rapregular
ist Church, had their
mbined meeting Wednesday,
arch 23, in the Church. Mrs. J.
. Rogers was leader and gave
King
the devotional. Mrs. Bill
•resented the lesson. Present were
esdames Charles Brockmeyer,
Jr., J. J. Rogers, Bill King, Charle Wilson, T. L Grubbs, Walton
oodall, Floyd Jones and Arlie
inson.

uit looms'
ends on
the
older
rt's
a-"
tailoring..
U,'
ap.
s, fits,
. See
'Onde
of Sir*
Irner Suit

Wanda
Marjorie Stembridge,
Wadlington, Norma Sue Cartwright and Elizabeth Sholar were
in Hopkinsville Monday night on
business for the Beta Sigma Phi
Style Show to be presented at
o'clock Thursday night,
7:30
March 31, in the George Coon
Library.

Two At Pleasant Grove
Honored At Party
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Davis and
Mr. and Ars. Garland Robinson,
Pleasant Grove, entertained Sunday, March 20, with a dinner in
honor of the birthdays of Mrs.
Robinson and Mr. Davis. Present
were Mr. and Mrs, Billie Haile,
Mr. and Mrs. Cordis Haile, Mr.
and Mrs. John McElroy, Jeanie
Robinson and the hosts. Afternoon guests were Willie and Tommie Teear, Oscar Storm, Wallace
Loyd, Hollis Oden, Elvin Dunning, Malcom Jewell C. B. and
Waylon Rogers, Jonathan McCormick and Elliott Mitchell.

The Easter seal quota has been
set at $850, which is $50 more
than the 1948 quota, Dr. Robert
W. Gordon, sales chairman, said.
The bright-colored seals have
already been mailed to Caldwell
countians with an envelope addressed to Dr. Gordon enclosed
for easy return of contributions.
Although the campaign does not
end until Easter, April 17, Dr.
Gordon has urged that contributions be returned promptly.
The money contributed to the
Easter Seal fund is used to help
the crippled children of Kentucky.
A crippled child, as defined by
the Kentucky Crippled Children
Commission, is, in the orthopedic
sense, a lame child, a child who
has a defect which causes a deformity, or an interference with
normal function of the bones,
muscles, or joints. His condition
may be congenital, or it may be
because of disease or accident. It
may be aggravated by disease, by
neglect, or by ignorance.
A sale of lilies, made by handicapped persons, will be conducted
Saturday, April 16, in connection
with the Seal Sale.

Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Orange
spent last weekend with his sister, Mrs. Kate McChesney, Leitchfield.
• • •
Mesdames J. L. 'Walker, C. J.
Bishop and Hugh Cherry and
Miss Nancy Stowers spent Saturday in Evansville.
• • •
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., returned
Friday nigt to Georgia Tech, Atlanta, after spending Spring holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Locust
street. He visited his brother,
Cadet Fred Taylor, student at McCallie School, Chattanooga, enute home.

l

•

•

Marilyn and Sam Joiner Steger,
children of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Steger, spent several days last
week with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Minor Steger, Morganfield.

BEAUTY AND THE—ER STRONG MAN.—Shirlee Tegge of Iron
River, Mich., was acclaimed "Miss U. S. A. in Los Angeles, (March
26) for having a perfectly proportioned body, and (right) John
010 • •
C. Grimel of York, Pa., was named "Mr. U. S. A." because he is
Mrs. J. R. Kevil, Louise Kevil, as healthy as he looks. The contest was open to all. (AP Wirephoto)
Mrs. Herman Lowery and Mr. were accompanied home by Mrs.
Leader Congratulates
and Mrs. John Morgan and daughMr. and Mrs. E. M. Sanders,
A. K. Miller, also of Tulsa, who
ters, Betty Gayle and Ann Kevil
Leech, formTaylor, Forest Park, Ill., on the birth of da, owned by Buford
were visitors in Louisville last visited her sister, Mrs.
er Princetonian, it is reported.
a daughter, Betty Ann, Sunday, Value of cattle which had to be
ttl* last three months.
Thursday and Friday.
Johnnie Cook Honored
.
• • •
• • •
March 6. The baby weighed seven destroyed was about $1,200.
y
On 69th Birthday
Entertain Sunda
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Magram,
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Boaz,
pounds.
A surprise dinner in honor of Cadiz, and Mr. and Mrs. Claude spent the weekend in Paducah as
I Fredonia Home
Route 3, Princeton, are the maCook
y
of
Johnnie
birthda
69th
the
enterMr.
Wood were dinner guests of
the guests of U. S. Marshal 3. 0. ternal grandparents, and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Yates
was given at his home Sunday, and Mrs. R. T.. Humphries Tuesined at dinner Sunday at their
Humphries and Mrs. Humphries. Betty Smiley is a great-grands.
relative
and
by
friends
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20,
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Prescription to get the Harvey
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Mr. and Mrs. William Scott, Mr. Young spent last Wednesday in
Cattle And Horses
Junior Yates.
Stomach Treatment. This DocNewson
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one prize Holstein cat- relieve Ulcer Pain and that acid
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House Warming Given
Brashears and family,
..161r'.. and Mrs. Russell Patterson, day guests of Mr Newson's par- tle and four horses were saved gassy, belchy, constipated, nernice and Urey, Mr. and Mrs. Hay- Georgetown College, Georgetown, ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Newson,
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by neighbors and firemen when a
vous and run-down condition.
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n, Georgetown,
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Cash, Margaret Jane -Murray and Amon Orange
Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Dique Eldred and
Orange, Mr. and
Chester, Ill., visited her parents,
Paul Dorroh and Misses Sula and Neal, George
were the Sunday guests of Mr.
this
Mary Wilson Eldred spent
Mrs,
Miss
Gilkey,
and
Mr.
Roy
Mrs.
Croft,
and
Eliza 'Nall and Mildred Carter. Mrs. Lonnie
and Mrs. W. R. George and sons, Mr.
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and daughter, Saweek. Mrs. Skinner is the form- Tuesday in Nashvill
Sending gifts were Mesdames Junior Orange
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Mrs. Loel Haile Marion.
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Mr.
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AlP'Pool,
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Gordon Lisanby,
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Cadet Larry Pedley, student at
, Ozell, Blondell and
Mrs. Carl Davenport and Miss
rbert Hopper, Reed Woodall, N. C. and children
Venice, Fla., will arrive
KMI,
and
and Mrs. Johnnie Bess Johnson, of Tulsa, Okla.,
Haydon Gilkey, son of Mr.
Gray, S. J. Lowry, James Berk- Jackie, Mr.
Sunday to spend Spring holidays
NaSaturd
Cook,
left
Made
Gilkey,
Misses
Roy
and
Mrs.
Cook,
since
visit
a
Hornleft Wednesday after
and Mrs.
ley, Charles Adams, Aaron
Stonemen, Calif., with his parents, Mr.
and Maurine
qAtitrday to ?dn. Davenport's night for Camp
ing, Carl Beesley, Jr., and Alton dine New
Pedky, Locust street.
M.
G.
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visit
days'
10
a
after
They
:
-Teeel--44aOr.
Mraz-F
Templeton. Refreshments were Hughes.
served by Mrs. J. H. Presler and
Week
The
Mrs. E. W. O'Hara, assisted by Recipe Of
Use fresh green cabbage, now
Mrs. Sam McConnell.
available in most stores, as an occasional way of providing a leafy
our daily diet, advegetable
vises MISAWarl Haak, specialist
in foods St the College of Agriculture and liome Economics. It may
be eaten raw in a slaw or salad,
ng
or cooiiedi as in the followi
recipe:
1 medium-greets cabbage
1 cup 'shredded cheese
3-4 cup milk
3-4 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
1-2 cup buttered crumbs
Chop the cabbage and cook it
boiling
three minutes in a little
salt
water to which 1-2 teaspoon
Melt
had been-added. Drain welL
cheese in 'hot milk in a double
ally. Add
boiler, stirring occasion
remainder of salt and pepper.
baking
Place cabbage in greased
-cheese
dish, pour over it the milk
combination and top with buttermoderate
ed crumbs. Bake in
20 . minover, 350 degrees, for
utes,
Menu: Liver loaf, French fried
potatoes, scalloped cabbage, pineand
apple salad, biscuits, butter
cake.
food
angel

i
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EASTER BUNNY
IN PERSON
Will Be At Your

FEDERATED
Friday and SATURDAY
APRIL 8-9--THRUAPRIL 16
He's 5 feet tall, weighs 100 lbs. He walks, talks,
eats carrots . .. plays with children.

FREE BALLOONS AND CHEWING
GUM FOR THE BOYS AND
GIRLS!
16
5 Jr. Bunnies to be given away free, Sat., April
All you have to do is register at your .

W G Walton& .

Kentucky's Newest.. and Finest Shop For
INFANTS—
CHILDREN'S WEAR—(Boys and Girls)
SUB-DEBS—
JUNIORS—

fillets
Small squares of fish
covermay be dipped in the same
for fried
ing batter you would use
fat.
chicken and cooked in deep
is
plastic
A new apron made of
stains,
resistant to mildew„ fruit
elecacids and alcohol. Seams are
trically heat-sealed.

n Shop and see the
We invite you to visit this most Ultra Moder
newest creations of fine merchandise - -

FORMAL OPENING
Handsome city-country
Wit WitlyWell•cut iocket in
leportont plaid gingham-

WANT TO MAKE SUMS
?
IT'S YOU SHE MISSES

TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 5
7 to 10 P. M.

GRAND OPENING
WEDNESDAY MORNING
930'
.I Lu.'5Ll .1)nd

topping o toilored skirt
of Sierra cloth rayon.
Green with brown;
red with

navy;

pink

No. Main St. Hi-Way 41 at City Limits
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

with

black. 11-20.
FNiOCK NORT14 Oi BUTLER 111011
po4opisdo3 J •503W •

Youthmore tailors this fine Ardross wool worsted
with the utmost simplicity to bring out all the
beauty of its soft, blended tones and slim, long
lines. Solid color skirt sets off the stripes with dig
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Big leaf Returns
From Fertile Soil

Ittrij4vszate,
,4,' IONTUCI

Rafts Of Logs Moved
On Kentucky Rivers

ions--

Furitieit

As evidence that lumbering
still flourishes in Kentucky, Ralph
Fertilizer, tobacco stalks and A Nelson of Princeton
, extension
manure and growing of wheat forester for the
western part of
and vetch as cover crops helped the state,
reported the rafting of
S. C. Shepherd of Mason county
54,000 board feet of logs from
to step up tobacco returns from
$522 an acre in 1943 to $1,122 in Trigg county down the Little,
1948, according to County Agent Cumberland and Ohio rivers to
W. B. Collins. He related his ex- Metropolis, Ill.
perience at a meeting of the,counThe logs, cut on the farm of Den
ty Farm Bureau.
Right near Cadiz, consisted of
Ellsworth Brodt increased acresycamore, sweet gum, elm, cotyields from 2,320 pounds in 1944
tonwood, hackberry, birch, popto 3,147 pounds in 1948, and his
lar, ash and soft maple. They
ranged from 12 to 33 inches in
diameter.
The raft, three strings wide
and 250 feet long, was guided by
motor boats. A truck-mounted
winch took the lugs from the
river at the mill at Metropolis.

Holm:0d

Farmers honored at a Green
county "recognition meeting" included Ellis Workman and L. W.
Shirley, who received master connervation awards, and Warren
Scott and Joe Shuffett, winners
in a soil essay contest.71Awards
also were made in the county corn
derby. High man was Royce Shirrell, who grew 157 bushels an
acre.
The event was sponsored by the
Greensburg Deposit and Peoples
banks, which also will sponsor a
farmers field day in July and a
planning meeting in December,
according to John H. Ewing, Jr.,
county agent.

4?"

Pleasant Grove
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LOOK AND LISTEN!
We have all the top tunes in

The wall paint MADE WITH OM

willpaie
the wove mom
ONLY $01°-PER GAL

(Rear of C. A. Woodall Ins. Office)
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Lowest Priced Car with GM Ilipvira-Matic Drire:

(t
or

Come feast your eyes on the
stunning beauty of the new Pontiac
models. And take our word for it,
when you drwe and ride, you're in
for an even greater thrill!
So why not onme in as anon as you
can—see the 1949 models—and get
the whole Pontiac story?
OM NTDIRA.MATIC DOM gives you unaarpaaaeet "autonurtic" drii,,,
ease. No clutch pedal. Yen just sit back and ‘11.•
GM Hydra-Mane has been proved is mills...'.
miles of driving. Optional ea all models at eitra c...t

Phone 242

BEST PAINT SOLD

Apply with the
BPS FLATLUX Brush

Pinner, England —AP— A bat
flew into Mrs. Thorne Baker's
bathroom window and settled
down on the bathtub ledge to
watch her taking a bath.
Mini, the Bakers' cat, fled. Mrs.
Baker studied the problem a
while, then picked up the animal and tossed it through the
open window.
"It made squeaky noises at
me," she said.

Insurance
After your home's on fire.

Where the Golden Rule

W. Court Square

Phone 762

FRI

NOW

Bathroom Scene With Bat

Flatlux is Identically
Matched in Color with

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

WO

259.00

St. the Matching 3
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SPACE MAKER

Former Price

Get It Here

SATIN-LUX and &LOS-LUX
Ask for Folder

MORE

REFRIGERATOR REDUCED

i

You can't get it by ware

Cov•rs Wallpaper
Paint or Plaster in
One Coat.
Easier to put ...
Ws mad• with OIL...
not a water-thinned
coating.

:1;ti

RCA
Victor Records and
Radio Combinations.

Mitchell Implement Company
E. Market St.
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New 1949 Model N. B. 8 Eight Cu. Ft.
General Electric

gatemtale FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
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Want thrilling performance plus
"automatic'. driving at its very
bed? Want lots and lots of room
and airy vision? Want • ride that
gentles the roughest highways?
What YOU want is this big new
Pontiac for 1949—the lowest-priced
car with GM Hydra-Matic Drivel

Applies.

C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency
Phone 64
ill W. Main St
Princeton, By.

7
71Veit
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ONLY
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Guaranteed
RADIO SERVICE
•
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Be sure to see the

'FLYING ANT5"

Cu Black-Draught
Help That Dull,
Dopey Feeling?

•

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
Free BookTallsofHone•Troatsmentthat
Must Help or It win cost Vim Nothing
Oslo throe million bottles of she Wim.s en
Tummies, have boon sold for relief of
symptomeofdistreas arising from Stomach
Rind Duodenal Wows due to Exams Acid —
Pow Digrostien, Sow or Upset Stoctilek
Glimmin•••• liccrtburn. 11••plcosiin•••• etc,
due rs,[sass Acid. P.M on lb dare WWI
Ask for "Willard's Itilessago"
explains ita•Crostaaost—ers•---at
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
WYLIE & WILLIAMSON

Bill Mick

In North America alone there
are some 60 species of willow
trees.

QUICK RELIEF FROM

returns from $1,028 to $1,430 an
Ir
acre. He grows vetch every year,
• Id
uses fertilizer liberally, applies
WINNERS OF HOLLYWOOD'S MOST COVETED AWARDS—
Winners of the Academy awards dismanure a n d returns tobacco play their "Oscars"
in Hollywood, Calif. following the presentation ceremonie
s. Left to right:
stalks to the land.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., holding Oscars awarded to Sir Laurence
Olivier
The five-year average for Cle- let", the best picture; Claire Trevor, best supporting actress; Jerry Wald,as best actor and for "Hamwinner
of
the Irving Thalmo Tabb is 2,189 pounds and berg award for "most consistent high quality of pictures"; Jane Wyman, best actress, and Walter
Houston, best supporting actor. Olivier was not able to be
present in Hollywood for the presentation.
$1,185 an acre. He uses manure, (AP Wirephot
o)
tobacco stalks and fertilizer, and
uns a two-year rotation with 4-H Club Members
Talk Gets Results
vetch and rye.
Make Gardens Pay
Chicago —AP— Ned H. DearFor five years W. B. Smoth and
Several thousand Kentucky
By Miss Nola Wilson
born, president of the National
Loyd Schiltz have produced an
Rev. Mr. Randolph filled the Safety Council, spoke on a radio
average of 103,000 pounds of to- boys and girls made good money
program about accidents. Then
bacco on 55 acres, and sold it for in the 4-H club garden project in pulpit Sunday.
s'r's°f
1948. Garden champions were
in average of $60,100.
Mr. 0. C. Pollard, who has been he put on his hat and coat and
named in 61 counties, and comwaited for a car he had ordered
10%
peted in district achievement on the sick list some time, is from a livery limousine service.
pROTIE 1 C4
contests and for state champion still ill.
He had to wait some time.
If you see
pItOcAOTIS
honors.
Mr. Noble Majors is recovered
"Sorry," the tardy driver said.
viGoacoUS
State winner was Charles enough to be with his son, Joel "I was sailing along the Outer
N 114
OitO,
Schadler, Jr., 16, of Campbell Majors, Evansville, Ind.
Drive on the way to pick you up
county, who has completed seven
Mrs. Carl Rogers is confined and listening to the car radi o.
house
your
near
years in the garden project. On to her bed. Her mother, Mrs. There was a program about acciSPECIALLY PROCESSED
you may have TERMITES about 2 -12 acres he grew 104 Taylor, of near Cadiz, is with her. dents that scared the dickens out
FOR BABY CHICKS U P
bushels of beans, 40 bushels of
Several people have mumps, in- of me. I took my foot off the gas
TO ix wEEKS OLD
white potatoes, 325 bushels of to- cluding Buddy Holmes, Don Mc- and took it easy all the way
Ask For Free Inspection
over
matoes, 460 dozen onions, 168 Gowan, Adrain Jewell, Irene Ro- here. That's why I'm late."
10 LB.- 25 LIS BAGS
STEGER LUMBER CO.
A14 o 100 5.8. pit terfni•tes,
dozen ears of corn, 22 bushels of gers, Joe Oden, Linda Fuller, J.
Phone 517-J
cabbage, 36 bushels of cucunibers, E. Cortner and Billie Frank Ladd.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Aortemixed Ropmeminahrs
eNUNN-BETTER All Mash
Mrs. .Betty Rogers remains
otso Vance Termini,. Coot% 22 bushels of mangels, 52 bushels
Is made by the Millers of
of melons and 35 bushels of pick- about the same.
AsAgvierthroiel lei.Th• Poor les.
Clipper.
NUNN-BETTER All Purpose
March 17, the WMS met at the
Soft Wheat Flour.
The
champion
's
total
home
income
of Miss Nola Wilson for its
TERMINIX
was $1,329.10, and his expenses, program. Present were Mesdames
$399.85, leaving him a net profit Hugh McGowan, Ernest Lacy,
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
of $929.25.
Press Lilly, Denzil Fuller, Zora
Contact
CROPS
RAISE
Wilson. Mrs. Waylon Rogers
CAN'T
JAMES 0. MASHBURN
YOU
The black walnut frequently joined the society. After the pro- Phase SIM
WELL
Princeton, Hy.
grows to a height of 100 or more gram coffee, cold drinks, cake
THAT PAY YOU
CASH
feet.
and jello were served.
WITHOUT THE
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and
ELL'
.
C
J
c THEM
"
A
K
E
TO M
Mrs. Zora Wilson spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Claude Lind<
13
,-, 4.1)°-te
sey, Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. "es, Edack-Dra
ught may help that
Press Lilly.
dull. dopey feeling if the only reason
you
feel that way is because of
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Fuller and
oonstipaUon. Black-Draught, the
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers at- friendly
.
lei
laxative, is usually prompt
tended the Grand Ole Opery at wod thorough
'when taken as di11.
7"frS
Nashville Saturday night.
rected. It coats only a penny or less
17
,AilMoSt°
The writer of these notes was a dose. That's why it has been
pleasantly surprised to receive a a beet-seller with four generations.
11 you am troubled with suchsymp"get
well" card from Mrs. Bob- toms as loess of
.
.N11.1111.
:
"N
• by Burress Woods, Tuscola, Ill., upset stomach, appetite, headache,
,
. •
flatulence, physical
who says she turns to Pleasant fatigue, sleeplessness, mental haziGrove items first when she gets ness, bed breath — and if these
symptoms are due only to constiher paper. Mrs. Woods spent sev- pation —
Repair of equipment, seed, fertilizer
then see what
and many other things
are important to raising profitable
eral
years
Draught may du fog IQ% Pisaon
farm
a
which
Want
the
easy,
smooth
handling
Pet a
crops . . . If extra money
Package
today.
writer owns.
will help you raise more this year,
— not for just a couple of
we'll gladly help with
a friendly cash loan. Simply phone
hundred
Mrs.
Felix
Mitchell
miles
spent
—
but
Friright
or come in and tell us
from one lube job to the next?
how much you need. You'll like
day with Mrs. Zora Wilson and
our prompt, confidential
We've got your answer in
Mss Nola Wilson.
service.
Marfak, the tough, longer.
Mrs. Aaron Rogers visited Mrs.
SAVE MONEY by taking advantag
lasting chassis lubricant that
e of our Personalized
L. W. Rogers Monday.
Financial Service for Families and
sticks
right
to the job fighting
Individuals. For borrowers
Mr. Orman Jewell is the owner
or non-borrowers, without cost or
wear and friction. Applied by
obligation. Phone or come
of a new tractor.
in for complete information.
chart, never by
Mr. Ernest Jewell is building
chance. Let us
an addition to a dwelling which
give your car
will be occupied by Mr. and M.
that "Marfak
feeling." Stop
Glendall Tosh.
in today!
Mr. and Mrs.- Waylon Rogers
It .6..
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
106 E. Court Square
Phone 470
Lawrence Ladd, Princeton.
Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner visited
Zora Wilson and. Miss Nola Wilson Saturday afternoon.
Miss Maurine Rogers, Murray
College, spent the weekend at
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rogers
recently
visited
relatives in
inceton.
1.4ttte Linda Fuller recently
v sited her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Fuller.

-4P-

One old English recipe ter a
banquet pie called for 18 Apse.
rows, eight marrow bones, ono
pound of potatoes, lettuce, chestnuts, dates, oysters, artichokes,
eggs, spice, and "liquor when it
Is baked, with white wine, butter
and sugar".

Symptoms of Distress Arising from
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Balance $11.62 Per Month

BE
JUST

Four lee trays, 80 ice cue.; 24 pounds frozen fonds
storage; 14 eq. ft. shelf
area; extra big 54ii 'lichee
drawer; bottle snare holds 12 square quart
deep vegetable and fruit
size bottles; also very tall bottles.

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
S. SEMINARY STREET

PHONE 260

„
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Guide Tyke To
Health
Mental
),

•,3 David Taylor Marke
children is
One out of every 20
a mentime
spend
to
destined
institution, says Dr. Robert
Felix, chief, mental hygiene
division, Public Health - Service,
• eral Security Agency.
Mental health is fast becoming
nderstood as a positive quality,
Dr.
which is all to the good, says
ells. "For too many years," he
"we were considered to
we
have sound mental health if
youth without
got through our
delinquency and
any downright
anaged our adulthood without
neighbor trouble, alcoholism or
divorce.
"Today, fortunately, we know
and
that mental health can
should be as robust as physical
-—

health. Further, most of us 1, row
that the signs of quests
mental health are signs that literally flag our attention, sometimes over a period of years. If
only we give them our atten
Lion!"
Here are what he calls such
early symptoms In A group of
average school children. Harry,
age 14, looks as if he'll be a chronic liar all his life; he also is aggressive and picks fights. Jane, 8,
is overtimid and too quiet. She
still wets the bed. Martha, 4, has
violent temper tantrums. Johnny, 8, a war baby, is a cry baby.
He is over-dependent on his mother and deeply resents his father— a stranger who came and
disrupted Johnny's secure claim
to all his mother's time and affection.
Unusual "abnormal" children?
No, of course not. These are chll-

in the Drinking Water
Russell's Korum has been used by successful poultry
raisers with excellent results for over 20 years. Year after
year many thousands of chick raisers use Korum with
every brood of chicks they raise.
Russell's Korum (Improved Formula) with only 2 teaspoons to each gallon of either water or milk helps chicks
grow faster and mature earlier . . and Korum can be
used in any kind of drinking vessel.
To get best results start using Korum with chicks or
poults at as earlY an age as possible. Get a supply of
Korum Today. It is economical. Pints $1. Quarts $1.75.
1742 Gallons $3.00. Gallons $5.00.

ZUCO TABLETS

Use

MORE EGGS
When your egg production
goes off and profits go DOWN
instead of UP—then start looking for worms in your layers—
especially Large Roused Worms.
These parasites continue no
grow and multiply rigitt es
through your layers' life and if
Sot controlled sap strength and
vitality, retard egg production
and reduce profits.
Russell's Large Round Wendt
Powder has been particularly
compounded to expel and costrol Large Round Worms. It
eliminates handling of bk.*, being easily raised in the meek.
You use only '7 Oas. to 100 lbs.
of feed. It is more than•wormer because it pope un appsithwa
and acts as a stimulant.
Russell's Larwe Re4WernalL
Powder is packed is 6 Dime. 3,4
Oza. for 75 hefts, 65e; 7 O.for
150 hens, 21.00; 14 Ow. for 300
hens, $1.715; 1 Lbs. for 1700
keg, $8.00; 10 Lk& for MOO
ben, 617.60.

ZIICO Tablets

Rs II TONIC For
PlilLETS- LAYERS
sod BROILERS
Use only 2 ZUCO Tablets to each
gallon of drinking water. The Tonic
effect will "pep up" appetites and
your chickens will eat more feed.
The beet layers eat the most feed
and thereby maintain higher egg
production. Young stock develop
bone structure faster and feather
quicker. Pulleta lay earlier said
broilers market more profitably.
Start using ZUCO Tablet, today
—2 to each gallon of water—then if
Genii Coccitliosis Strikes
with bloody droppings you win be
instantly prepared to stop it's
spread to non-infected birds hy using 8 ZUCO Tablets to each gallon
drinking water.
Gat a supply of ZUCO Tablets
Today. 100 ZUCO Tablets $1.00;
800 Tablets $2.50; 600 Tablets
$3.60; .1,000 Tablets 66.60.

Just Received
120 WOMEN'S

COTTON DRESSES

THE PRINCETON LEADER PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Cellie Calhoun, Bunn', UK Students Give To
Joe Holloway, Ann Morris and
Foreign Relief Fund
Mrs. Ituth Stephens.
University of Kentucky stuThe next meeting will be held
dents and faculty have contributApril 28 at 10 o'clock at the home
ed nearly $1700 for the relief of
of Mrs. Cline Murphy.
students in foreign colleges and
universities, it was announced
Subscribe to the Leaaer
last week. The money was col-

JOHNSON TAKES OATH—With retiring Seri etary ut Detense James V. k or estal (left) looking on,
Louis B. Johnson( center) takes oath as new defense secretary, administered by Chief Justice of
the United States Fred M. Vinson (right) before large crowd in court of Pentagon building. (March
28) (AP Wirephotor
ed the devotional. Members answered roll call by "Some Fs-i
dence Of Spring."
Major and minor projects
the coming year were discussed
Mrs. Ladd had charge of the recreation period.
Present were Mesdames Collin
designer also shows bell shaped
By Florence Mills
Paris — Springs hats will have hats with mountains of flowers Ladd, Ray, Martin, Jim Neal, Bryant Sims, Jim Reece, Albert
bowler crowns, unusual brims and cherries.
Hartigan, Jim Mitchell, Guy
and plenty of ribbon this year.
the
Claude St. Cyre exploits
Shoulders,
Jimmie
Mitchell,
French designers generally favor flower pot shaped crown. She
Homer Mitchell, Charles Geiger,
the bowler shape.
makes it in both felt and differ- Claude McConnell, Moscoe Mit"It's youthful to an extreme
ent straws in tones of tan and chell, Thomas White, George
and will doubtless be most popurose-gray. Brims are different Martin, Jr., Bernice Jones, Ferd
lar for summer and fall hats,"
widths, most of them turned off Wadlington, Bob Crocker, Lucille
says Jean Saxer, a New York
Poole, Lee Mashburn and Lawthe face.
buyer.
Cocktail numbers come in scull- rence Sims and Misses Robbie
"Petal shaped brims and the
caps of felt topped with an or- Sims, Irene Mashburn, Dorothy
extensive use of ribbon are the
gandy or horsehair pillbox stud- Ferguson and Wilma Vandiver.
other important features" she
The next meeting will be Tuesded with rosebuds.
says. "Popular colors will be
Scullcaps for round-the-clock day, April 19, at the home of Mrs.
pale chartreuse, caramel, mauve
wear are shown by Suzanne Tal- Jim Neal with Mrs. Lee Mashpinks and border rose."
bot. She shows them in colored burn, as co-hostess.
American buyers are prospectstraw-topped with life size black- Cobb Homemakers
ing not so much for springwear
birds or roses. Sometimes she
Fourteen members of the Cobb
as for designs which can be
,gives them a corkscrew type Homemakers Club met in the
adapted for fall hats which will
crown.
kitchen of Mrs. Garland Shouldgo on the market in July.
Paulette combines a royal blue ers March 22 and prepared a
They prefer small hats — the
silk petersham crown with a na- meatless meal which was served
narrow brimmed bowler and
tural colored straw brim, banded at the noon hour, and were told
boater types and varieties of the
with cornflowers. She shows wide by food leaders, Mrs. One Brycloche and beret.
brims which dip to shoulder level ant and Mrs. Guy Louellen, that
These hats call for short hair,
and puffed berets which are worn one of the most important and
dangling tresses don't go ver y
on the side of the head and reach challenging jobs of Homemaker's
well with the new styles.
the shoulder.
week is the planning of healthful
Brims are from two to 12 inchmeals, and stressed the imes wide. Some have five layers
portance of a balanced diet.
with ribbon or feather trimming
Members present were Mesin between. There are petal shapdames Herman White, Otis Smied brims with the petals often Bethany
ley, Elijah Lamb, Rudolph Morris,
over-lapping or folded back. Many
The
Bethany
Homemakers D. D. Rogers, Etta Taylor, Jerry
of the brims are notched or flut- Club
met at the home of Mrs. Holloway, One Bryant, Guy Loued and often turn up on one side Fred
Sasley Friday, March 18, ellen, Earl Wood, Rob McCalister,
and dip down nearly to shoulder for
an all-day meeting on foods. Chester Newton, Cline Murphy
other.
level on the
At the noon hour a meatless meal and Garland Shoulders.
Nearly all hats are worn on the was served
to the members and
Visitors were Misses Wilma
back of the head.
visitors.
Lacquered white pique and
Mrs. Clarence Nichols, presiPanama and much silk petersham dent, presided over the afternoon
and horsehair have been added meeting. Mrs. Leo Coleman and
this year to the usual run of fine Mrs. Nichols, food
leaders, gave
bakou, chip and paillason straws. the major lesson
foods and meal
Wicker-work hats are popular, planning. The program for the
Rose Valois shows a pudding coming year was discussed. Mrs.
basin shape that looks like a Champ Oats had charge of the
small cane shopping basket. She devotional, and at the end of
the
attaches a silk scarf to it, Foreign session led in games and singing.
Legion fashion. She uses this
Three new members were welcanework for a two tiered beret comed. They were Mesdames Ebb
which looks like an icepack. This Asher, Shelby Asher and L. D.

Homemaker News

dren with problems, notes Dr.
Felix, rather than problem children. Yet each is mentally disturbed and mental health is today an everyday matter of everyday concern. Protecting it, recognizing the early symptoms that
may later mean trouble, must be
a matter for the everyday understanding of parents and the
classroom teacher.
Since early diagnosis is of the
utmost importance, the chief responsibility for the prevention of
mental illness actually rests with
the public at large rather than
with the psychiatrist. Teachers especially law a golden opportunity to work together with parents
and other teachers in learning
about each new child, his past history, and his present personality,
says Dr. Felix.
In helping the child make
healthy and comfortable adjustments to his school experiences,
and to his classmates, parents
and teachers can help the child
lay foundations firm enough to
withstand the mental, emotional,
and social strains of
his adult
life.

lectid during a World Student
Service Fund drive sponsored by
several campus organizations.
The funds have been turned over
to World Student Relief, an international organization which
coordinates student relief efforts
of its 34 Member nations.

FERGUSON SYSTEM
es•is
ttttt

YOU'LL CHOOSE THE NEW

FERGUSON TRACTOR!

Your next tractor could cost you hundreds of wasted dollars in
needless upkeep on a big expensive machine all because of the oftein
mistaken idea that a lot of built-in weight is the only way to make
sure of ample traction.
With the Ferguson System, there's no need for ballast weight.
Traction is developed automatically as needed. 3-Point Linkage of
implement to tractor and hydraulic control make use of natural
forces to automatically increase weight- and traction -to suit the job.
Traction with the Ferguson System gives the Ferguson Tractor
power efficiency equal to tractors of much larger size and greater
weight.
The specially-designed Continental valve-in-head engine stresses
economy as well as more than ample 2-plow power.
Before you buy a new tractor, measure the job-to-job performance
of the New Ferguson against any other tractor. Make a date with us
now for your demonstration.,

THE FERGUSON SYSTEM
CHANGED THE TREND OF
TRACTOR AND IMPLEMENT DESIGN

The Ferguson System uses a
different basic principle of applying and controlling power with
greater efficiency. Implement is
attached to tractor with two bottom links which pull and a top
link which pilso•es forward and
downward above the rear axle.
The built-in hydrkulic system
provides both Finger Tip and
Automatic Implement Control
and many other big advantages.

H. C.PPM, Authorized Dealer
FERGUSON TRACTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
Phones 451-J and 451-W

Princeton, Ky.

FERGUSON TRACTOR m==.1:7""

Oliver.
Members present were Mesdames Willis Traylor, Lewis Jenkins, Champ Oats, Clarence Nighols, Fred Easley and Leo Coleman.

Visitors at the meeting were
Miss Wilma Vandiver, • Rebecca
Ann Traylor, Jimmie NichoLs and
Billy Nichols. The April meeting
will be with Mrs. Ebb Asher.

Otter Pond
The possibility of furnishing a
community house was discussed
by club members when the group
met Tuesday, March 15, at the
Lime of Mrs. H. C. McConnell. It
was voted to wnd a bid for the
Otter Pond Church which is to
be sold, and if it is accepted, use
the building as a center. No other
definite plans have been made.
Miss Dorothy Ferguson was cohostess at the meeting. The 2,5
members helped Miss Robbie
Sims and Mrs. Lee Mashburn,
foods leaders, prepare and serve
a meatless meal.
Mrs. L. B. Sims, president, presided over the business session
and the conclusion of the major
lesson. Mrs. Collin Ladd present-

Any day now comes one of spring's biggest
thrills—that first carefree cruise into the
country on the wings of your Buick—with the
air warm and full of promise, and you falling
in love with your Buick all over again!

We want you to get the most out of this affair,
because we've her around Buicks so much
we have a deep and loving interest in them,
too—so we've got everything all set in our
shop to get your car all set for the season.

spark plugs, distributor, co,
buretor, radiator and cooling
system, battery terminal,.

spark plugs. Ignition timing.
valve-tappet clearance, car.
beretor, gerverotor-chargMg
rote, fon-belt tension.

crankcase, transmission,
differential, chassis, front
wisest! bearings, steering
gear.

moo/
cylinder bead, oil hos*

— do complete engine
tune-up, inspect front brok•
linings for wear, test battery
and add water.

All water bills are due on the 1st, Day
of each month, and a penalty of 10
JUST RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
WOMEN'S

KNIT SUPS
for $1.00
The last shipment only lasted a short time, so don't
Wait be here Friday morning at 8:30.

percent is added after the 18th, of
of each month. All water bills not paid
in 30 days from due date, services will

Changing your oil—flushing out your cooling
system —these are only starting points for us!
Any machine as fine as your Buick deserves
a complete check-up and tune-up—and we
have the men, the tools, the experience, to do
it as no one else quite can!

Drop in this week and let us fix a time
for bringing your Buick beauty up to its
new-car thrill-level. For that magic
Saturday morning,sometime soon, when
there's a heady invitation in the air
to get under way someplace—he ready!

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Tobacco Growers
Plan Increased
Acreage In 1949
Washington — Tobacco farmers
plan to plant this year 1,596,000
acres, or four per cent more than
the tobacco acreage last year,the
Agriculture Department reports.
This would give a 1,750,000,000
pound crop if average yields
equal the 1943-47 average.
The indicated flue-cured acre-

age is 932,000, an increase of six
percent over 1948. The report
said this is made possible by an
increase in the allotments to fluecured growers.
A yield equal to the 1943-47 average would give a crop of about
1,000,000,000 pounds.
The Burley tobacco acreage
will be 434,000 or four percent
more than last year, the report
said. This would give a crop of
about 500,000,000 pounds if the
yield equals the five-year average.
The acreage of southern Maryland is indicated at 48,000 as

If you have business soon in Louisville, bring your
wife along and have a week-end "spree." She'll love
to shop and look around on Friday and Saturday
morning, while you work. Then, Saturday night, you
can take her to the Bluegrass Room
.. have a
gorgeous dinner, see two wonderful floor ahows, and
either dance or "watch!" On Sunday morning
well, how long has it been since you've had
breakfast
in bed?
You'll both have fun at the Brown. It's
Louisville's
Largest and Finest!
Flys Splendid Restaurants including the Famous
BLUEGRASS ROOM —Louisville's Nicest "Bright
Spell

A TILITIllict iii veterans each
month run the risk of allowing
their National Service Life Insurance to lapse because they don't
take a second look before mailing their premium payments.
Last month the VA District Office in Columbus, which handles
GI insurance for veterans in
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky,
received approximately 350
checks, money orders and postal
notes that could not be cashed although they were intended to pay
NSL1 premiums. Many checks
were not ,signed. Others were
payable to various companies and
organizations that have no connection with the Veterans Administration.
One veteran, for example, sent
VA a check obviously intended
for his local telephone company
HUBBY PADDLES MISS NEW ORLEANS—Capt. George Cauth, and, apparently, the telephone
en, Columbus airlines pilot, grins as he paddles his wife, Barbara company received the check he
Jean Floyd, Miss New Orleans of 1946, in a hotel lobby at New had intended to send to the VetOrleans, after she attacked him. She had been waiting for him af- erans Administration. This
is a
ter reading newspaper reports of an interview with her husband
who flew to New Orleans after she announced she wanted to annul fairly common error.
VA attempts to clear up such
their South American marriage. After it was over she told newsmen the paddling "didn't hurt much I had my girdle on." (AP mistakes immediately, but if the
Wirephonto)
veteran who forgets to sign his
compared with 47,000 last year.
John Paul Jones, early Ameri- checks, or mails the wrong one,
The report said the prospective can naval hero, never became an is near the end of his 31-day
reace period there is always the
acreage of fire-cured and dark American citizen.
danger that his insurance may
air-cured tobaccos are 92 and 96
percent, respectively, of the 1948
acreages.
While the indicated acreages
are not as great as the acreage
allotments for those tobaccos, the
report added, growers are expected to plant nearer their allotments than in recent years.
Plant bed preparations in Kentucky and Tennessee have been delayed some by excessive rainfall.
The indicated change from last
year for all cigar tobacco is
slight, the department reported.
An increase in wrappers of four
percent would be more than offset by cuts of one and six percent, respectively, for fillers and
binders.
The indicated flu-cured average
in North Carolina, with last
year's figures in brackets: ,
Old best, 245,000 (2233,000);
eastern North Carolina belt,
304,000 (290,000); North Carolina,
part of border belt, 75,000 (71,000).
The 'indicated tobacco average
in Kentucky is 305,500, or three
percent more than last year's
340,400.

lapse.
When improperly executed payments are received, VA writes to
the veteran within 24 hours. But
his premium cannot be marked
'paid" until he geniis back a
cashable payment.
Failure to use the premium payment envelope provided by.VA
also slows up the process of crediting payments for some veterans.
All necessary information, including the veteran's insurance
number, is printed on the premium payment envelopts sent regularly to veterans who have kept
their insurance in force. Regular

use of these special envelopes
makes it more convenient for the
veteran to make his premium payments and insures faster and more
accurate service by VA.
VA insurance officials point out
that all checks, money orders or
postal notes should be made payable to the Treasurer of the United 'States. If for any reason the
veteran does not have a premium
envelope and does not know his
insurance number, he should
sure his payment is accompanied
by his full name, address and
armed forces serial number.

UK 3peaker Explains
Atomic Power Benefits
The Southeastern Unitett
stand to benefit most fr. ,
development of atomic ,
Dr. Alvin M. Weinberg, a
director of the Oak Ridge
al Laboratory, told a Un
of Kentucky audience labt
He said that nuclear fission
ter all, a source of power, gad
that a large power output, si
which this region is capable, sit
result in increased
industrial's'.
tion, thus providing more jati
and more wealth.
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Right on the job day after day
because they're tough and
ruggedly built.
. Right on the
job all of the time with a model
to meet every hauling need!
In every State in the Union,
more Chevrolet trucks were
sold last year than any other
make. That's because only
Chevrolet offers power with
economy . . . strength with
convenience . . . and dutyproved dependability in a
variety of models to meet
every need . . . up to 16,000
lb. Gross Vehicle Weight!

HEAVY-DUTY CAB-AND-CHASSIS
with Durnp Body
161-inch Wheelbase

HEAVY-017F
TRACTOR
with Trailer
137-Inch Wheelbase

And only Chevrolet offers
3-Way Thrift—low cost oper
ation, low cost upkeep and
the lowest list prices in the
entire truck field!

OfFICIAL REGISTRATIONS PROVE THERE
ARE MOSS CHIVROUT TRUCKS IN USE
THROUGHOUT THE NATION THAN ANY
OTHER MAUI

YEAVY-DUTY CAR-AND-CHASM
with Rerun.. I. •
161-Inch WI

Penstet Stakes!
HEAVY-DUTY CAB-AND-CHASSIS
with Refrigerator Body
161-inch Wheelbase

Pick-us& PatIenis
Cab-ever-engine and oonventiona duns
and cab, or chassis are available ler woe
bodies bialt by reliable mem/wham'

Don't wait 'til she
10 ... especially

B
A
R
G ClIARANCE
SALE
A
I
ONLY MARCH 31, 1,2 APRIL ONLY
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

better Sanitone
tee how much hri
cleaner your do

B
A
R
G

A
I

We have just purchased the Young
Lumber Yard on Cave Street in Princeton. Their inventory plus
ours at our other yard has created a top heavy
ventory in some items. We must move
ina number of these items at once. Take advantage of this opportun
ity to buy screen, screen doors, paint and many
other Spring repair items at our
drastically reduced prices . . . many of which are below cost. The
sale will be only at our Cave Street yard (formerl
Young's). Come prepared to carry merchand
y
ise with you. All sales are final. Below are only a few of our astoundi
ng values.

This is mostly 2x6 and 2x8's
dressed and thoroughly
This is a 2-8x6-8 door It
dry hardwoods. Cheaper than
you can buy rough green
in.
thick. Well manufacturoak from a saw mill.
ed. Harborite panels.

WAS

These are made of No. 1
Pine, knocked

down and
ready to assemble. Complete
with casing for both sides.

IN 10d AND 300 ('OM. SIZES
Limit 1 keg to a customer. 100
kegs.

REDUCED TO

5c ft. 31/2c ft.
This is a

These doors are heavy, 1!pi in. thick, filled with copper wire, beautiful cross panel at bottom. This
is definitely not a cheap screen door. This will be the
best
offer made you in screen doors this year. Hurry before
they are gone.

good

quality

board that can be used on
smoothing up rough walls..

COPPER
PLASTIC

Was
14c sq. ft.
120 sq. ft.

REDUCED Ti)
12c sq. ft.
9e eq. ft.

This Is a good quality conThe screen to our office door which has
brick that'll really heen in use 12 months In a year
the plastic wire on It for 5 years. has had
save you some money.
and see what good condition it is Come in
in.
crete

Jillions Of Values
• Odd Lots Of Wallpaper
• Odd Lots Of Sash
• Odd Lots of Lumber
• Odd Lots Of Roofing
• Just Plain Odd Lots
• HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS!

GAL.
WAS $8.45 GAL
This is strictly a high
quality paint.

Ready pasted, fadeproof,
washable,
This is a good board except that
easy to
it is hang. Thistrimmed,
paper has really
slightly shop worn.
got style.

Headquarters 208-210 Cave Street
Princeton, Ky.
Phones 304,

517-J

Small sizes at a price less
than you can buy lumber.

• Jillions Of Values
• Odd Lots Of Paint
• Odd Lots Of Hardware
• Odd Lots Of Wall Board
• Odd Lots Of Doors
Just Plain Odd Lots

THE PRINCETON LEAbER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

,.surance Buyers
len Warning

inkfurt -- Public warning to
prospective buyers of
rs and
,talization insurance 1 r 0 m
First National Indemnity
;.any of Omaha, Nebraska,
is not licensed to do builtoin Kentucky was given
Director
by State Insurance
• Thurman.
company is soliciting busithrough the mall and his dihas no authority to prohibit
solicitation, Thurman said.
this
Ail owners of policies with
mpany should understand that
claim
the event they have a
can.
ainst this company they
assistance from our
t look for
'vision," the director asserted.
.As the First National Indenibusiness
ly Company is doing

through the mad, any di ,i9oesinent or misunderstanding between it and the Kentucky policy
holders must be steeled by the
latter through correspondence or
by calling on the company's
Omaha office, as our division can
intervene only in the affairs of
a company licensed in our State,"
he added.
The Director pointed out that
apparently there is considerable
insurance solicitation through the
mails and despite his previous
general warning, purchasers of
"bargain" policies living in Kentucky are sending inquities and
complaints against mail order insurance cotnpanies to his office.
He said in the future he intends
to publicly announce the names
of companies doing business in
Kentucky over which he has no
regulatory authority.

* More Dirt Removed!
* Perspiration Stain and Odor Removed!
* Colors Revived to Original Brightness!
Don't wait 'til the last minute to bring your spring clothes
in ... especially your Easter favorites. Call now for our
better Santtone Dry Cleaning Service and
see bow much brighter,
...fresher ... and
cleaner your clothes will bel „

Guar May Make
Good Cash Crop

Dyer Calls Cards
Year's 'If Club

Lafayette, Ind -- The nation
will be hearing more about
new industrial crop being developed at Purdue University here.
It is a soil-enriching legume imported from Indi a, already
grown in the Southwest, and
promising to become one of the
Middle West's more valuable industrial crops.
It is called "guar," and was first
Introduced into the United
States in 1903, according to Roy
L. Whistler, agricultural chemist
at Purdue and a recognized authority on the subject.
Purdue is now trying to reduce
the growing time on guar, this
FILES SUIT—Mrs. Eilene Diana
being the only obstacle to its be- Latta-Lawrence (above) filed
coming a money crop in fertile suit for separate maintenance in
corn-belt fields now devoted to Washington, D. C., district court,
grains, soybeans and other things. against her husband of less than
a year, Capt. Harold Alexander
Extensive growing and manufac- Latta-Lawrence, asserting he had
turing experience in Arizona has been on "close and intimate
already proved its value, Mr. terms" with Rep. Edith Nourse
Whistler says, but at present it Rogers (R.-Mass.) for 20 years.
requires a growing period of 135 (AP Wirephoto)
to 165 days in warm weather.
self to modest language about
Dr. H. H. Kramer of the Purdue the uses and prospects of the
Agronomy Department is carry- new crop. From other sources,
ing out breeding work in an at- however, it is learned that protempt to adapt the guar plant to gress is being made with the
the shortened growing season of Purdue experiments, and farniers
may one of these days be viewthe Middle West.
"We here in agricultural chem- ing with pleasure wide fields of
istry are investigating the fun- the luxuriant, bushy crop which
damental structure and general (looks something like soybeans
properties of guar," Mr. Whistler in the field, although the plant
explains. "Its properties are such is larger with heavier foliage.
as to indicate rather wide appliGuar is, actually, a soybeancation in industry. For example, like legume. Common varieties
when converted into acetate, it are vertical stalked plants three
can be cast into clear transpar- to six feet high, bearing large
ent films resembling cellophane leaves and clusters of bean-like
in appearance. Such films have Pods, each of which contains six
considerable strength and pliabili- to nine pea-shaped seeds. The
ty."
seeds or beans are harvested
Mr. Whistler, a typical agri- with standard grain combines.
cultural scientist, confines him"It is extremely drought-resistant, being able to use efficiently
all ground water," Mr. Whistler
AGENTS 105
says. "However, it also grows
luxuriantly in regions of average
rainfall. It is definitely a soilLONG DISTANCF MOVING
improving crop. Among other
Arnold Ligon Truck Line prominent advantages of the
guar plant is its high resistan-e
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
to insects and disease."
What are the industrial uses of
guar? They have not all been explored yet. But one of the largest
uses of guar flour at prevent is in
the sizing of paper. it is also a
When you suffer a loss
valuable ail in the hydration of
that is covered by inpaper pulp.
surance you are enGuar flour is useful also in the
titled to a quick setsizing of texales, Mr. Whistler
tlement of your claim.
says. It is goei for thickening salAs insurance agents we
ad dressings, ice-cream mixes,
made sure you would
bakery products and other foods
be well treated in an
Use of guar in making of plastics
emergency when we
selected the policy to
and films is one of the n -neer
meet your needs.
applications now being investigated at Purdue.

,sburg, Fla. — Manager
Dyer calls his St. Louis
Cardinals an "if" club.
If pitchers Howie Pullet and
Red Munger come through; if
Whitey Kurowski regains the use
of his throwing arm following a
winter operation! if Red Schoendienst doesn't re-injure his balking right shoulder; if Marty Marion's track doesn't act up again,
and if a replacement can be found
for centerfielder Terry Moore,
who retired to coach, then the
Cardinals can win the flag.
However, should one of the ifs
fail to materalize, then the Cards
probably will be lucky to finish
second or third. Thus far the news
s all good in the Cards' camp.
A healthier Kurowski, minus
some 25 pounds as a result of a
strict diet, has been the talk of
the camp. His arm, a constant
source of trouble last year, has
shown no signs of fatigue. He
throws with the old pep and gusto Last year the hard-hitting
third baseman, in limited action,
ihit only two home runs and
drove in 33 runs. Compare that to
his 1947 campaign when he hammered out 27 home runs and
knocked in 104 teammates.
Dyer also is raving about the
fine form displayed by Pollet and
Munger. Both had poor seasons
last year following arm operations. Dyer expects them to team
up with Harry Brecheen, Al Brazle, and Jim Hearn to form the
nucleus of a fine mound staff.
He also likes newcomers Ken
Johnson and Bill Reeder, Rochester; and Cloyd Boyer, strikeout king of the Texas League.
Despite Moore's absence, Dyer
rates the outfield as his strongest department.
"Stan Musitl and Country
Slaughter rate as the best two
outfielders in the league", he
says "Ron Northy is a fine offensive player, but weak on defense. I hope to find a replacement for Moore from among Hal
Rice, Chuck Diering, Larry Miggins and Sid Langston."
Joe Garagiola, fresh from a
prosperous year at Columbus, is
back to team up with Del Rice
and Bill Baker to form a no-better-than fair catching staff. Caragiola may hit, but he can't throw.
Rice is a fine receiver, but his
.197 batting average needs no further explanation. Baker is getting
along in years.
Nippy Jones, a holdover, and
Glen Nelson, from Rochester,
will battle for the first base job.
Schoendienst, Marion and Kurowski round out the rest of
the infield.

I hi Rad; Ai

Flock

There is no other insurance agency--anywhere---that
tries harder to provide its customers with the best insurance
coverage at the lowest possible cost, together with the
prompt and fair settlement of all claims that occur.

Tells How Woman
Was Squadron Jinx

Five hundred and eighty-eight portunities in club work, demonadults from 101 Kentucky coun- strations and 4-H meetings. Field
ties attended 13 training schools agents of the College of AgriculMaywood, Ill. --AP— Salmon for 4-H club leaders. Special ture and Home Economies, Uniswimming up their native rivers attention was giv,en standards for versity of Kentucky, were into spawn next spring must now 4-H home economics projects, op- structors.
face an added hazard. They will
not only get caught but will also
have to reveal their age. Knowing the age of selected fish from
the 1949 catch Will help scientists
of the American Can Company
REGULAR MEETING
in making quality tests of the
new pack.
A salmon's age is determined
by putting one of his scales under
a microscope. The rings on the
8 O'Clock - Lodge Room
scale reveal the fish's approxiAll Brothers Plan To Attend
mate age, in much the same way
that annular rings tell the age
Hillery Barnett, Seciy.
of a tree. The method also enables the canning experts to tell
'how much time the fish has
spent in fresh or salt water.

Now Salmon Must

Tell Their Age

TONIGHT

COME AND SEE WASHDAY WORK

A cooperative program of the
county agent's office and farmers
would revive small fruit production in Jefferson county. This
program includes the use of more
fertilizer, better cultivation, insect and disease control, and
growing improved varieties.

CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE
LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
Authertzsd

Apilifti

Fee

: THE BENDIX

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Ihone 893
Princeton, Ky.

YIELD INCREASES FOR LESS
FOUR-LEAF Powdered Rock Phosphate increases
farm profit by increasing both yield
and quality of
crops and pastures
—at low cost. Investigate!

London — AP — She became
known as the Femme Fatale of
the bomber squadron.
Dr. D. Stafford-Clark, wartime
medical officer with the Royal
Air Force, told her story in an article on "Flying Stress" in the
Journal of Mental Science.
An attractive young officer in
the Women's Auxiliary Air
When infectious coryza—comForce (WAAF) got dates with
monly called "colds" — hits
many of the fliers in the squadyour flock, give Dr. Salsbury:a,
ron.'Then one day they -stolmed:
AR-SULFA at once. Easy-toTwo men she'd keen out with
use drinking water
had got killed cm an operatiori.
Others told her, "you're a jinx.
medication. Highly
You carry the kiss of death."
effective on "cold"
The doctor wrote:
bacteria. Low cost.
"One captain wont so far as to
Ask for AR-SULFA.
forbid any member of his crew
to take her out on pain of exWOOD DRUG STORE
pulsion from the crew. 'There
Phone
Princeton, Ky. was no point in adding to the
_ 611
risk,' he said."

LET US SHOW YOU HOW
THE BENDIX TAKES WASHDAY
JOBS OFF YOUR HANDS
with a simplo turn of a dial!
Yee—washday work vanishes, with a Bea! You
just set a dial—add soap—the Bendix dOes thijt rust!
You don't even have to stay at home!,
's no
spilled water —no clean-up work to do!
is—
let us show you how completely the
sets
you tree on washdays!
20 Percent Down . . 15 Months To Pay Balance

B. N. LUSBY

That the prke of a

C. A:11. WOODALL INSURANCE AGENCY

•FURNITURE
•FLOOR
COVERINGS
•DRAPERIES
•BEDSPREADS
•SPRING AND
SUMMER
CLOTHING
—and a host
of other Items,
unusual values!

CEDAR BAR
Dawson Springs
IS AGAIN OPEN
For Your Patronage

This delivered price includes
Oil Bath Air Cleaner, Oil Filter, Delivery
and Handling Charges, Gas (15 Gallons) and Oil.
State Taxes, license and accessories extra.

You will be accorded the same old Friendly wekome and Good
Service.
We will all be glad to see our Princeton and Caldwell county
customers again.

If you are interested in low delivered price. as well!
as economy of operation, we can offer you
the lowest priced coupe In its Reid ! •

Exciting as o front page news scoop! A collection of items for
your home and yourself that make good reading—AND GOOD
browse through Sears new Midseason
BUYING! Drop in today
Spring Book; our experienced salespeople help you find what
you ward, write your order for you, and mail it. Shop the catalog
way for real convenience!

now at

Main Street

Phone 100

'J O

,
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Livestock Market

Several County
Farmers Planning
Corn Decrease

About 150 more head of livestock were marketed this week
than last. Prices were about the

Expected Lower Prices
Is Reason For Less
Acreage, County Agent
Mabry Reports
Several fa! mers in Caldwell
county plan to raise less corn this
Year because of the expected decrease in price, It A. Mabry,
county agent, said. A few farmers, who usually raise 25 to 35
acres of corn, plan to cut out the
crop entirely or raise only an
acre or two, he said.
"The price, however, cannot be
too much lower because of the
price support program," Mr. Mabry said. 'The graduated parity
program begins in 1951, so we do
not expect any sharp decline this
year."
We are hoping the acreage left
by the decrease in corn crops will
be pat in pasture," he added.
There is not enough wheat
grown in this section to make it
important for farmers to take a
stand along this line, Mr. Mabry
said.
The United States Agriculture
Department reported a survey
made throughout the nation
showed farmers plan to seed less
land than last year. They had expected to seed more.
Recent declines in farm prices,
coupled with the fact that farm
production costs are still high,
were said to be discouraging heavy Spring planting of crops. Expectations of an increase had been
based upon the possibility that
this may be the last year of high

..._
WEEK END

SPECIALS
and
REGULAR
MERCHANDISE

I

same.
TOTAL HEAD-I264
Long fed steers-$23-526
Short fed steers-422-523
Medium quality butcher
ecattle-$2.l -523
Baby beeves--$22-525
Fat Cows-$17-$19
Canners and cutters
--.-$13.$17
Buslls-$17-$21
Stock cattle -$20-$26
Feeder cattle-$20-$24
Milk cows-5100-5150
No. 2 veals-$30
Throwouts-$16.25-$24.50
Hogs:
200-230-$20.50
235-280--$19
285-400.-518
450 and up-517,50
120-155-$17.50
160-195--$19.50
Roughs 450 & under-416
Roughs, over 450-$15.50
Government war time price supports and freedom from rigid
prewar production controls.
Officials had warned that 'overproduction" this year could
force return to such controls in
1950. Although the acreage is being cut, given very favorable
yields an acre, total production
this year could exceed last year's
record.
T he department emphasized
that plans made at this stage,
well ahead of planting time in
much of the country, are subject
to modifications by such things
as weather conditions, price changes, labor supply, financial conditions and the effect of this report itself upon farmers' action.
The department said weather,
as usual, poses the chief problem
faced by farmers in carrying out
their plans. Spring activities were
said to be normal or ahead over
most of the country. Supplies of
labor, seeds and fe/tilizers are not
likely to be liming factors in
planting operations, the department said.

The lightweight hat of
America

That represents outstanding buys at your
Federated Store.

LEE
ADVENTURE

Nationally Advertised

$2.98
Valmy Slips

$10

Classified Ads

Ladies Hollywood

PANTIES

You'll have plenty of comfort
to talk about when you take
this "Adventure" in hat
lightness. For this good-looking style is truly America's
lightweight felt. And it's
been expertly preshaped
permanently.

2 bar tricot Rayon Comes in
beautiful new Spring pastel
colors. OUR REGULAR 79c.

NEW LOW PRICE OF

59c

Don't take less than the best...
Don't take less than a Lee!

1

WOOD BROS.
DAD 'N LAD STORE

Varmint

Trace
lip

Car Heaters, Stewart Werner AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed In 311
repaired, Installed,
Heaters
cars. Williams Texaco Service
sold. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Station. Corner Plum & Main.
tfc
Phone 557.
tic
Phone 557.

FOR SALE: 1 electric Easy Washing machine, $35.00. 10 new
table lamps with shades. Lot
odd dishes and tea pots. Mrs.
Grace Merrick, 207 S. Darby
ltp
St.
FOR SALE: J & C Fisher Piano,
upright. Can be seen at 408 S.
lip
Seminary St., Phone 645.

C. J. Yates,
State Manager

"Teen Topics" Is
Study At Butler

REELS REPAIRED at 'Your
Friendly" Western Auto Associate Store, 118 W. Main St.,
Princeton, Ky, Factory-type service rendered.
tfc

FOR SALE: Wiaconsio Choice
Holstein and Guernseys; T. B.
tested and vaccinated for shipping fever. Delivered on approval to yolkr farms in lots of
Problems And Respon5 or more. 8 weeks old or
sibilities Of Teen
more--$50 per head; 12 weeks
Age Discussed
old-$60 per head. Get your
"Teen Topics", a seven-week
order in for spring delivery
now. Write or wire Merlin J.
study in citizenship and charact13tp
Rux, Muscoda, Wisc.
er building will be concluded next
week at Butler High School. The, FOR SALE: 6 room house, 310 N.
course emphasizes the practical
Seminary St., 5 rooms, bath
way of meeting the problems of
downstairs, 1 master bedroom
life and the responsibilities which
up. New furnace, garage. Will
rest on the shoulders of the teen
make a nice home with income,
age group. Bible references were
or good investment. Shown afgiven for the solution to some of
ter 4 p. m. week days. Anytime
the problems.
4tp.
Saturday and Sunday.
The classes have met each Tuesday morning. Those who aided in ONE DAY radio service on all
the program were Mesdames B.
makes and models. SatisfacA. Hodges, Sam Catlett, David W.
tory work at reasonable prices
Schulherr, W. D. Armstrong, C.
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's RaH. Jaggers, Jr,, Aileen Akin, and
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
David
Rumsey Taylor, the Rev.
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tic
W. Schulherr, the Rev. H. G. M.
Hatter, Dr. Summers Mrinson, FOR SALE: 1940 Ford Deluxe in
Sam Steger, E. L. Williamson, JD.
good condition all-around. See
Lester, Gene Barrett, the Rev.
Floyd Hunter, Princeton, Ky.,
Route 2. Phone 4412
D. D. Dugan, the Rev. R. E.
lip
Hughes, Principal C. A. Horn $50 REWARD for information
and Jack Giannini.
leading to arrest and convictA boy and girl from each of
ion of any one removing wagon
the six grades taking part were
side boards probably without
chosen to make arrangements
end gates from my place. Archie
about instructors and to see that
Hamby, Phone 2088, Princeton,
ltp
Ky.
substitutes were available.
They are Jackie Shoulders and
aced.
and
new
Both
PIANOS:
Gene Croft, Senior class; Dorla
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
Dean Stalling and David Alexand52tp
'Hopkinsvine, Ky.
er, Junior; Barbara Franklin and
Chester Castleberry, Sophomore; RUMMAGE SALE at Christian
Church lawn, Eaturdny, April 2,
Margie Hamby and Jim Richie,
weather permitting. If not, sale
Freshman; Betty Ruth Travis
will be held in church base-a,
and Byron Rogers, Eighth, and
ment, Franklin street. Bargains
Shirley Jean Paris and Ronald
ltp
galore.
Murphy, Seventh.

The Caldwell County Dame
and Fish Protective Association
will sponsor a fishing contest
April 1 to October 31, it was
announced this week by Hugh
Cherry, president. Prizes will totii $175.
Seven Princeton sporting goods
dealers, Joiner Hdwe. Co.,'Western Auto Store, Ratliff Hardware
Kennedy and Stallins -- Elect- Co., Eldred Hardware Co., Genrical 'contractors; REA wiring eral Auto Store, Bill's Auto Store
a 'Opeciatty. Work guaranteed. and Dunn and Oliver, will donate
tie prizes and will serve as official
Phone 3664 or 541-W,
entry stetions for the contest.
horse
sound
pair
1
SALE:
FOR
The contest is open to any resinew
1
old,
years
mules, 5 and 6
of this county, Mr. Cherry
dent
rasnew
1
harrow,
one horse
said. Fish entered must be caught
tus, 3 tons alfalfa, hay 1 set
open waters in Caldwell or
wagon harness, 1 pair plow gear from
counties or that portion
Jack Davis, Route 3, Princeton, adjoining
be
ltp of Kentucky Lake which may
Ky.
fished with a Kentucky license.
FOR SALE: Baby buggy, good Species of fish eligible to be enItc tered in the contest are bass
condtion. Call 187.
(large and small mouth), crapFOR SALE: Used Maytag wash- pie, striped bass and blue gill.
er; 75 lb. ice box. McConnell
Major prizes for the contest
Electric.
Ito
listed first, second and third inRED SPOT flat wall paint - clude: Bass-Shakespeare presionly $3.00 gal.-in 12 matched dent reel, Heddon pal reel and
colors with Semi-Gloss or Langley lakecast reel; crappieParinolite finish. JOINER'S- Action glass rod, South Bend reel
your friendly 'hardware. tic and assorted fishing tackle; stripOcean
FOR SALE: A church building at ed bass-Montague rod,
Otter Pond, to be moLed off City reel and assorted lures; blue
church grounds, church to re- gill-metal fly rod and line, Langceive or reject any or all bids. ley lakecast reel and single actSealed bids received by April ion fly reel.
Entry blanks and official rules
10th. Homer Mitchell, Route 3,
2tp may be obtained from any of the
Church treasurer.
sporting goods dealers, Mr. CherFOR SALE: New gas range, large ry said.
oven; nearly new combination
radio-phonograph. Phone 316.
New Hours For Draft
1 tp

HOUSE FOR SALE: 4 rooms and
bath. Full size basement. Just
outside city limits. L. M. Hicks,
313 Dawson Rd., Princeton, Ky.
Ito
FOR SALE: Day bed, cabinet
model Crosley radio, typewritee, 4 burner oil stove with biultc4 oven, and oak dining table.
4artment 2, Hill Bldg.
ltp

t

to

r

pique
al0a.e•

V

. for basking under sunny skies
... for shopping in your favorite stores ... or for just stayat-home smartness, in luscious shades of pink,
blue. maize, or aqua
with contrasting
chenille dots.

$3.95

SHIRTS
2 mile from city limits.
1
buildings,/

PAUL GRIFFITH
101 Ratliff Street

DRESS UP YOUR HOME with

9
April g a" '
gntries will
solo
gad vocal
lets, mixed c
boo ensemble
vocal
In the
*Me LOU M

4 HOUR ENAMEL
18 Cheerful colors and color to suit
$5.00
every spot in your horns

gar
File; Mar
Cardin,

Gal.

FLOOR ENAMEL

$4.00
Gal.

MADE TO WALK ON
High Gloss • Super Tough • Easy to Keep New

PORCH and
DECK PAINT

$4.00
Gal

Weather Resisting

To keep your porch and steps clean and attractive

LINOQUICK
THE ALL-PURPOSE INTERIOR VARNISH
A Clear Synthetic Made Es$5•00 piece:illy for Us• on Floors,
Gal.

Linoleum

and

Woodwork

REGARDLESS OF PRICE THERE IS NO 111-11"11 R
PAINT MADE

Joiner Hardware Co.
YOUR RED SPOT PAINT STORE

Classified Ad!

Zheck Your Red Front Stores For Your
Cleaning Supplies

each
CLOTHES PINS, spring
30 in box
DISH PANS, Aluminum
12 quart she
FURNITURE POLISH, O'Cedar, all
purpose, 12 oz. bottle
LAUNDRY BLEACH, Pares
LAUNDRY SOAP, Octagon
giant size
WASH TUBS, Hot Dipped
No. 2 size, each
CREAM WAX, Johnson
pint can
AEROWAX

79c

55(

GALVANIZED BUCKETS
12 quart she

1 Of

BRILL° SOAP PADS

19(

BORAX°, deans dirty hands
8 oz. box

pkg.

20(

CHORE GIRL
each

18f

CLOTHES LINES, twisted wire,

81
39(

FURNITURE POLISH, Gulf
oz. bottle

49(

50 feet

LAUNDRY BLEACH, No. 33
1-2 gallon
STAR( If, Faultless
36 oz. pkg.
WALLPAPER CLEANER, Crescent
12-oz. can

59(
11(
19(
91( Eddyville
In
30( Injured
Accident Oc
On
24( FridayPrinceto
After
29( C. iv
35(
81(
10(
59(
59(
45(
An
23c Creamery
Milk Price Re
8c
12c
11
56(
12'2c

Cox, Ed •
nired Friday aft
au he was driv
trash on S. J

Princeton
vat• tideen

n lto*
Oli

Can

.4le 'Oa

LIQUID WAX, Johnson

quart can
FLOOR MOPS, O'Cedar

pint can
GLASS WAX, Gold Seal
16 oz can
FLOOR MOPS, Water, Slasher

each
ROPE MOPS, Shineup, 12-oz.
No. 16, each
CLEANSOR, Sunbrite,

linen, 16 oz. each
SPIC & SPAN

can
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas
14 oz. bottle
CORN, Rewple, fancy, golden whole
kernel, 19 oz. can, I5c, 2 for
CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
tall can
CHOCOLATE THIN MINTS, Brach's
15-oz. box

can
OCTAGON SOAP POWDER
pkg.
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
1 lb. can
RED SALMON, Del Monte, Sockeye
1 lb. can
TOMATOES, May Day
19 oz can

L
• 14

POTATOES,iiew Florida
pound
LETTUCE, 5 doz. size
head

The

Milk Pikes
8Ptil I by the
lad Butter Co.
it
owaer,
tweet silk are. d
et:ukrt, while but
urat Whipp
*heed tee cents

Price
813(' Sign

19(

MEAT SPECIALS

$11.29 ea.

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate Agency
PHONE 54

117 W. MAIN ST.

Princeton, Ky.

F

Soy). #3190
Siam. 1020

INKEL'S
AIR STORE

"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

FRESH PORK LOINS 8 to 10 lb. Average

LEAN LOIN CHOPS
pound

55f

LOIN or RIB END ROAST
pound

listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front Stores

8.1

bel

De-Boa, had
..„,'"1147 Lacey dr
ruing toward
Ilatti 'when t
air*,lhe police

15(

pound

WU

traj
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Howard Stone,
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Oat alto saxoeho
B flat tenor sa
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ry Wilson and
trombone; Con
soon, Billy Mit
BM, baritone;
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Winters and Ma
dews, piano, M
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lad Poindexter,
iet;
tea, cornet trio.
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aell and Hogan
Alexander, Fran
trombone; Biti
Hodge, sousapho
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=petition, pl
Bogey" by Alfor
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WALLPAPER CLEANER, Clevelada

pound

SHIRTS

Butler Higi
tate Part In tt
eestest Frida

V ELLOW SQUASH

bargain at $3,750.90. Possession at once.

P
participa
Music C
Entries Will
Solos, Trio
Chorus, Bo

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

80 acres cleared balance in young timber. A

Volurne 77

Irstrumen t

Next To Second Baptist Church

ing business enterprise with immediate profits. Cummins Ins.
& Real Estate. Phone 520-.1 this
week, 3555 next week.

y,,:eaCie;

"see
rvv", ._

BUtler

WORK GUARAt.fFEE,

TACKLE REPAIRED

('ABBAGE, New Florida
pound

Fine 360 weight sanforized
chambrays, full cut, In blue or
grays.

FEDERATED
STORE

WORMS -- 80c hundred

Office hours of Selective Service Board No. 9, serving Caldwell, Lyon and Crittenden counties have been changed to 3
o'clock until noon and 12:30 until 4:30 o'clock, Monday through
Friday, H. G. Averciick, chief
clerk, announced Hours were
formerly 8 to 12 and 1 to 5
o'clock. The office is closed Saturday.

well on gravel road, 4-room dwelling, 2 barns,

Rugged
Chambray Work

All 50c Dozen

Board Announced

Trly a

080

FOR SALE!
One 165 acre tract between Fredonia and Cres-

UNCOLORED GOLDFISH
MIXED GOLDFISH
HYBRIDS
OZARK TUFFIES

SEE "FIBBER" at Western Auto
Associate Store, 118 W, Main
at., Princeton, Ky., for factorytic
type Reel Repair Service.
FOR SALL% Jersey cows. See
Frank Clark, Cadiz, Ky. Phone
2tp
7511.

HELD WANTED: Man with car
wanted for route work. $15 to
$20 in a day. No experience or
capital required. Steady. Write
today. Mr. Sharp, 120 East
Clark Street, Freeport, Ill. 2tp

TN

MINNOWS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
24-Hour, 7-Day Service

TOILET BRUSHES

JOIN OUR No. 13 CLUB
Your 13th Pair FREE

$1.77-$1.98

Game And Fish Assn.
Sponsors Event; Prizes
To Be Awarded

10 quart size
BON AMI
large cake
BORAX, 20 Mule Team
pound

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

5 room house with bath; 20 acres, nice out-

FISHERMEN!

LIBERTY BROOMS, five sewed, each

The resignation of Councilman
J. D. Hodge was accepted at Monday night's council meeting. He
gave lack of time to devote to
the duties of the office as reason
for resigning, Mayor W. L. Cash
said. His successor has not been
elected.
The report showed the sale of
675 motor vehicle licenses for
the current year, more than 50
of these having been purchased
last week following notification
by the Police Department.
The purchase of four sections
of fire hose for the new fire truck
was approved. The truck will
probably be delivered next week,
it was announced.

Fine woven broadcloth our
regular $2.98 shirt . . . also
some $4.29 ENRO shirts included in this assortment.

Fishing Contest
Set This Season

GALVANIZED BUCKETS

From five to 23 jewels--it is
Tune in Drew Pearson. A23C
. always an odd number -are used
network every Sunday.
as bearings in spring watches.

69cPair
Men's Dress

407

City Buys More Fire
Hose; New Truck
Due In 10 Days

$11.98

45 and 51 Gauge ... New
Spring Shades

water.
Road.

Hodge Resigns
As Councilman

OUR NEW LOW PRICE

Nylon Hose

Classified Ads

PIGS FOR SALE: Gardens conditioned in any shape. See or
call George Gray or Marvin
4tp
Cummins, Phone 6013.
Faculty sponsors for this non- PIANO TUNING and repair. I go
FOR SALE: Log house, 2 large
denominational program are Mrs.
anywhere. Alsci reconditioned, ropms and hall. Cheap if movJ. L. Walker and Mr. Giannini.
pianos for: sale, $50 up, See or
ed, from present location imwrite Homer Randolph, Route
mediately. Hearne Harrelson.
1, Cadiz, Ky.
4tp.
ltp
FOR SALE OR RENT-8 room
house with bath, gas, electricity, FOR SALE NOW: A nice, thriv-

Straight cut tailored slips that I
give you the finest value on to- 1
day's slip market, excellent 1
fitting qualities plus fine crepe
material that give months of
hard comfortable service.

Ladies'Sheer

Here For Cut-Over
To Dial System

49(
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